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Abstract
The Computational Linguistics Feedback Forum (CLIFF) is a group of students and faculty who gather
once a week to discuss the members' current research. As the word "feedback" suggests, the group's
purpose is the sharing of ideas. The group also promotes interdisciplinary contacts between researchers
who share an interest in Cognitive Science.
There is no single theme describing the research in Natural Language Processing at Penn. There is work
done in CCG, Tree adjoining grammars, intonation, statistical methods, plan inference, instruction
understanding, incremental interpretation, language acquisition, syntactic parsing, causal reasoning, free
word order languages, ... and many other areas. With this in mind, rather than trying to summarize the
varied work currently underway here at Penn, we suggest reading the following abstracts to see how the
students and faculty themselves describe their work. Their abstracts illustrate the diversity of interests
among the researchers, explain the areas of common interest, and describe some very interesting work in
Cognitive Science.
This report is a collection of abstracts from both faculty and graduate students in Computer Science,
Psychology and Linguistics. We pride ourselves on the close working relations between these groups, as
we believe that the communication among the different departments and the ongoing inter-departmental
research not only improves the quality of our work, but makes much of that work possible.
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1

Introduction

The Computational Linguistics Feedback Forum (CLIFF) is a group of students and faculty
who gather once a week to discuss the members' current research. As the word "feedback" suggests, the group's purpose is the sharing of ideas. The group also promotes interdiscipinary contacts between researchers who share an interest in Cognitive Science.
There is no single theme describing the research in Natural Language Processing at
Penn. There is work done in CCG, Tree adjoining grammars, intonation, statistical methods,
plan inference, instruction understanding, incremental interpretation, language acquisition,
syntactic parsing, causal reasoning, free word order languages, . . . and many other areas.
With this in mind, rather than trying to summarize the varied work currently underway
here at Penn, we suggest reading the following abstracts to see how the students and faculty
themselves describe their work. Their abstracts illustrate the diversity of interests among
the researchers, explain the areas of common interest, and describe some very interesting
work in Cognitive Science.
This report is a collection of abstracts from both faculty and graduate students in Computer Science, Psychology and Linguistics. We pride ourselves on the close working relations
between these groups, as we believe that the communication among the different departments and the ongoing inter-departmental research not only improves the quality of our
work, but makes much of that work possible.

1.1

Addresses

Contributors t o this report can be contacted by writing to:
contributor's name
department
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104
In addition, a list of publications from the Computer Science department may be obtained
by contacting:
Technical Report Librarian
Department of Computer and Information Science
University of Pennsylvania
200 S. 33rd St.
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6389
(215)-898-3538
holland@central.cis.upenn.edu

1.2

Funding Agencies

Support for members of the CLiFF group comes from several sources including: AFOSR,
Benjamin Franklin Partnership Program (ATC, Southeastern PA), DARPA, Deere and
Company, FMC Corporation, General Electric (Schenectady), Lockheed Engineering and
Management Services (NASA Johnson Space Center), Martin-Marietta Denver Aerospace,
MOCO Inc., NASA Goddard (through University of Iowa UICR), the National Library
of Medicine, the National Science Foundation, NSF CISE Grant CDA88-22719, Siemens
Research, and ARO Grant DAAL03-89-C-0031 including participation by the U.S. Army
Human Engineering Laboratory, Natick Laboratory, TACOM, and NASA Ames Research
Center.
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Conversion of neural network parser for German
Keywords: Neural Networks, Machine Translation, Parsing
PARSEC is a natural language parsing system implemented using neural networks. It
was developed by Ajay Jain a t Carnegie Mellon University [I]. It was originally developed as
a standalone system for parsing English, and was later adapted to be included in the JANUS
speech to speech translation system [2]. During the summer of 1991, I converted PARSEC
to parse German as part of a project to convert the JANUS system to take German rather
than English speech as its input.
The task domain was a set of 12 dialogs dealing with registering for a conference. After
two months of work, German PARSEC could process the 53 sentences in the first three
dialogs of the conference registration task with eight errors, half of which result from a
change in the representation of numbers, which can be easily fixed.
The PARSEC parser represents words as a set of about 40 binary features. The features
include simple part of speech tags and agreement information such as number, gender, and
tense. The parser groups the words into phrases, and phrases into clauses, assigning role
labels t o the words and phrases.
At the beginning of this project the most interesting open question was probably whether
or not this parser depended significantly on the structure of English, and would not be able
to be trained to parse German. Of course, some modification was obviously needed in the
coding of lexical features and role labels, however, the results of the summer work showed
that the basic architecture did not have to change, a t least in order to parse the relatively
simple sentences in the first three of the dialogs. More work seems to be needed in refining
the lexical features, as well as tole and phrase labeling, and I have been working on these
changes.

References
[I] Ajay N. Jain and Alex H. Waibel. Robust Connectionist Parsing of Spoken Language.
In IEEE Proceedings of the 1990 International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and
Signal Processing.
[2] Alex Waibel, Ajay N. Jain, Arthur E. McNair, Hiroaki Saito, Alexander G. Hauptmann,
Joe Tebelskis. Janus: A Speech-to-speech Translation System Using Connectionist and
Symbolic Processing Strategies. In IEEE Proceesings of the 1991 International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing.
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Graphical Behaviors and Animated Agents
Keywords: Graphics, Animation

One concern of the Computer Graphics Research Lab is in simulating human task behavior and understanding why the visualization of the appearance, capabilities and performance
of humans is so challenging. Our research has produced a system, called JackTM , for the
definition, manipulation, animation and human factors analysis of simulated human figures.
Jack permits the envisionment of human motion by interactive specification and simultaneous execution of multiple constraints, and is sensitive to such issues as body shape and
size, linkage, and plausible motions. Enhanced control is provided by natural behaviors such
as looking, reaching, balancing, lifting, stepping, walking, grasping, and so on. Although
intended for highly interactive applications, Jack is a foundation for other research.
The very ubiquitousness of other people in our lives poses a tantalizing challenge t o the
computational modeler: people are at once the most common object around us, and yet the
most structurally complex. Their everyday movements are amazingly fluid, yet demanding
t o reproduce, with actions driven not just mechanically by muscles and bones but also
cognitively by beliefs and intentions. Our motor systems manage to learn how to make us
move without leaving us the burden or pleasure of knowing how we did it. Likewise we learn
how t o describe the actions and behaviors of others without consciously struggling with the
processes of perception, recognition, and language.
Present technology lets us approach human appearance and motion through computer
graphics modeling and three-dimensional animation, but there is considerable distance to go
before purely synthesized figures trick our senses. We seek to build computational models
of human-like figures which manifest animacy and convincing behavior. Towards this end,
we
Create an interactive computer graphics human model.
Endow it with reasonable biomechanical properties.
Provide it with "human-like" behaviors.
Use this simulated figure as an agent to effect changes in its world.
Describe and guide its tasks through natural language instructions.
There are presently no perfect solutions to any of these problems; ultimately, however,
we should be able to give our surrogate human directions that, in conjunction with suitable
symbolic reasoning processes, make it appear to behave in a natural, appropriate, and intelligent fashion. Compromises will be essential, due t o limits in computation, throughput
of display hardware, and demands of real-time interaction, but our algorithms aim to balance the physical device constraints with carefully crafted models, general solutions, and
thoughtful organization.
t Jack is a trademark of the University of Pennsylvania.

The Jack software is built on Silicon Graphics Iris 4D workstations because those systems have the 3-D graphics features that greatly aid the process of interacting with highly
articulated figures such as the human body. Of course, graphics capabilities themselves do
not make a usable system. Our research has therefore focused on software to make the
manipulation of a simulated human figure easy for a rather specific user population: human
factors design engineers or ergonomics analysts involved in visualizing and assessing human
motor performance, fit, reach, view, and other physical tasks in a workplace environment.
The software also happens to be quite usable by others, including graduate students and
animators. The point, however, is that program design has tried to take into account a wide
variety of physical problenl-oriented tasks, rather than just offer a computer graphics and
animation tool for the already computer-sophisticated or skilled animator.
As an alternative to interactive specification, a simulation system allows a convenient
temporal and spatial parallel "programming language" for behaviors. The Graphics Lab
is working with the Natural Language Group to explore the possibility of using naturallanguage instructions (such as those found in assembly or maintenance manuals) to drive the
behavior of our animated human agents. (See other work of the AnimNL group: Baldwin,
Di Eugenio, Geib, Levison, Moore, Webber and White.)
Even though Jack is under continual development, it has nonetheless1 already proved
to be a substantial computational tool in analyzing human abilities in physical workplaces.
It is being applied to actual problems involving space vehicle inhabitants, helicopter pilots,
maintenance technicians, foot soldiers, and tractor drivers. This broad range of applications
is precisely the target we intended to reach. The general capabilities embedded in Jack attempt to mirror certain aspects of human performance, rather than the specific requirements
of the corresponding workplace.
We view the Jack system as the basis of a virtual animated agent that can carry out
tasks and instructions in a simulated 3D environment. While we have not yet fooled anyone
into believing that the Jack figure is "real," its behaviors are becoming more reasonable
of its repertoire of actions more extensive. When interactive control becomes more labor
intensive than natural language instructional control, we will have reached a significant
milestone toward an intelligent agent.
-

-
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Determining What Individuals are in a Discourse Model
Keywords: Discourse Processing, Anaphora Resolution, Instruction Understanding
My research involves determining what individuals exist in the discourse model from the
perspective of reference resolution. In particular I am interested in examining the status of
individuals in the context of actions which are described by instructions.
Consider the following instructions:

1. Mold a house from playdough. Squish (the house/ihe playdough/*them).
After interpreting the first sentence, there are two new discourse entities, the house and
the playdough. Therefore we would think that we can refer to them with a plural pronoun,
such as they. However, squish them is infelicitous. I consider the infelicity of "Squish
*themn t o be a diagnostic which indicates that there is only one squishable entity in the
discourse model after the squishing event. This is immediately problematic given that the
antecedents for "the house" and "the playdough" appear to be available, and it is fairly clear
that the NPs do not have the same antecedent. A possible argument for the distinctness
of the antecedents is that "the house is beautiful' does not entail that "the playdough is
beautiful".
Given that there appears t o be distinct discourse markers for the playdough and the
house, why isn't plural anaphora felicitous? A reasonable explanation is that in some sense
the markers for "the house" and "the playdough" are the same individual, but distinct
discourse markers. How to represent and reason about such a many-to-one-mapping is the
task of my thesis.
At this point I a m not very far along in having a theory which solves the problem, but
I am exploring with Bonnie Webber possible explanations that involve extensions to Fred
Landman's theory of groups.

References
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Automatic Acquisition of Syntactic Knowledge
Keywords: Language Acquisition, Automated Corpus Annotation
Learning a Language

Over the past couple of years, we have run a number of experiments that point toward the
feasibility of extracting syntactic information from a large corpus of text using distributional
analysis. Many of our techniques are variants on techniques originally proposed by Zellig
Harris [4]. Progress has been made in designing procedures able to automatically learn
morphology, word classes and phrase structure [I, 21. These procedures begin with only
minimal knowledge of the language they are learning.
Toward A u t o m a t i c C o r p u s A n n o t a t i o n
Large corpora annotated with part of speech and phrase structure information are now
being used by many researchers in computational linguistics. We hope to develop our
phrase structure learner to allow for the fast and automatic bracketing of large corpora.
We have written a rule-based part of speech tagger that automatically acquires its rules.
Contextual tag disambiguation information is captured in a small number of simple rules (7090) [3]. The stochastic taggers that are currently being used t o tag text capture contextual
information in thousands of contextual probabilities, while their performance is comparable
to our rule-based tagger.

References
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Null Arguments in English
Keywords: Null Anaphora, Implicit Arguments, Discourse Models
English does not allow the extensive use of null anaphora found in pro-drop or secalled
"discourse-oriented" languages. As a result, little effort has been devoted to examining the
nature of the nonovert (or "null") arguments that are a part of the language or to determining the effect that using a null argument has on English discourse. This research is an
attempt to describe and explain the grammatical nature of null arguments in English, to
compare these null arguments with those found in other languages, and to incorporate them
into a model of local discourse structure.
There are a number of different types of null arguments in English and it is impossible
for one explanation t o encompass them all. For example, though we can safely state that
in most cases transitive verbs in English occur with an overt N P (or its trace) in object position, there are nonetheless some types of apparently transitive verbs which do, under the
right circumstances, occur without overt objects. These null objects have varied discourse
properties, behaving t o a greater or lesser degree like pronominals depending on the type
of verb. (For a discussion of some discourse properties of two types of these null objects,
see [I].) Syntactically, none of them behave like pronominals. In particular, although like
pronouns, they must be free in their local domain; they are unable to bind anaphors as pronouns do. (See (1) below.) I argue that some null objects are actually implicit arguments
affected in the lexicon. For others, in particular null sentential complements, I a m currently
considering the possibility that they are the result of discourse deletion.
(1) Harry called

*@/her

about pictures of herself.

Subjects may also be null in English although, with the exception of imperatives, this
occurs only in informal speech. Null subjects do behave syntactically like pronouns, as
shown in (2). This is consistent with two grammatical explanations. The first, which has
been suggested before, is that null subjects are the result of phonological deletion of initial,
destressed material. The second is that they are phonologically null pronouns. I argue that
the evidence used so far for choosing the former explanation over the latter is inconclusive.

(2)

0 /I bought myself a new car today!

In languages with predrop or freely available null pronominals (called 'zeroes' or 'zero
pronominals') these null arguments often play a discourse role like that of destressed, overt
pronouns in other languages. What role(s) do the null arguments in English play? I am
examining the more specialized roles of English null arguments and incorporating them into
CENTERING THEORY [2], a model of local discourse coherence and disambiguation. In
the process, I am augmenting the existing theory to handle deictic and event reference, and
considering the form and type of information that should be available to a centering model.

References
[I] Cote, Sharon (1992). Discourse Functions of Two Types of Null Objects in English. Presented a t the 66th Annual Meeting of the Linguistic Society of America, Philadelphia,
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Creole Grammars and Acquisition of Syntax
I<eywords: Haitian Syntax, Principles and Parameters, Language Acquisition, Creole Languages
For my dissertation, I am studying various syntactic properties of the Haitian language
within the Principles-&-Parameters framework most prominently brought forward by Noam
Chomsky. Haitian emerged around the XVII century from the contact between French
and African languages (the majority of them from West-Africa). In addition to its intrinsic
descriptive importance, a detailed syntactic study of Haitian will advance our understanding
of the still controversial nature of the creolization process.
Thus far, I have scrutinized three intriguing aspects of the syntax of Haitian ('intriguing'
in the sense that they seem radically different from corresponding aspects in both the superstrate and substrates): 1) its unexpected pro-drop status, i.e, the systematic occurrence
of certain clauses with no overt subjects; 2) the patterns through which the language expresses predication; 3) certain constraints on movement of predicates and the availability of
a pro-form for a certain class of predicates. Using the analyses I provide for these aspects of
Haitian, I investigate possible links between processes of syntax acquisition and the genesis
of Creole grammars.
Regarding pro-drop, Haitian and, a t least, a few other Creoles, admit phonetically null
subjects in contexts where overt subjects may appear. I determine that Haitian exhibits
two properties comparable to that of prc~droplanguages like Spanish and Italian: 1) lexical expletive subjects are not obligatory with existential, weather, and 'seem-type' verbs;
2) 'subject' pronouns are not in subject position, but are clitics spelling out the agreement
features of the inflection phrase, and identifying an empty pronominal pro in subject position. My analysis of Haitian as a null-subject language explains its lack of [COMP-trace]
effects. Also, an account for the obligatory co-reference between matrix arguments and null
embedded arguments in secalled serial verb constructions (and other properties of these
constructions) is provided, using the structures posited for the analysis of INFL.
In analyzing the patterns of predication in Haitian, I focus on the mechanisms that
regulate the (non-)appearance of the morpheme se in such constructions. In matrix presenttense affirmative clauses, se occurs when the predicate position is filled by a proper name
or a nominal occurring with a determiner, i.e., when the predicate is a DP. By contrast,
AP, P P and bare NP predicates are string-adjacent to their subjects. In other words, no
copula appears between subject and AP, PP, and NP predicates. I argue that s e is not
a copula, but a resumptive nominal which spells out the trace left by movement of the
base-generated subject from a D P Small Clause to the S-structure subject position (the
Spec(1P) position). This spell-out is necessary when the trace is not head-governed. Thus,
se is used with DP predicates in certain contexts in order t o escape a violation of the Empty
Category Principle (ECP): in order to save the structure, the non-head-governed trace is
spelled-out as a resumptive nominal, se, which, being overt, is not subject to the ECP.
With D P predicates, se is absent only when head-government is assured by a head outside
of the DP Small Clause. My analysis of the syntax of predication in Haitian supports the

distinction between NP and DP and leads to interesting cross-linguistic claims about the
structure of Small Clauses.
One other property of Haitian revolves around the morpheme ye. Ye typically occurs
with predicate questioning and predicate clefting. Ye never appears when the predicate
remains in situ. Moreover, ye only shows up with non-verbal ([-V]) predicates, i.e., p r e p e
sitional, nominal and interrogative predicates. I argue that ye is a resumptive pro-form for
non-verbal predicates. At S-Structure, ye spells out the trace left by x-movement of a [-V]
predicate. I motivate such spell-out from a general ban on predicate traces in Haitian and
the observation that x-movement of arguments in English, for example, is much freer than
that of predicates. Finally, I strengthen the proposal by arguing that my theta-theoretical
assumptions explain independent phenomena in the grammar of Haitian.
As explained above, my dissertation research focuses on the syntax of Haitian. But then,
why the title "Creole Grammars and Acquisition of Syntax"? Through this title, I hope t o
characterize my present research as one step in a longer-term investigation of the relationship
between the acquisition of syntax and the genesis of Creole languages. Indeed, among the
few unquestionable pre-requisites to creolization figure the attempts to acquire a language
in a weakly-triggering environment, that is, an environment in which the primary linguistic
data from the target language is, in many instances, too variable and/or impoverished for
reliable parameter-(re jsetting.
In my present work, I discuss how the above analyses for certain aspects of Haitian syntax
support a particular working hypothesis about Creolization; namely, the hypothesis that
some properties of Creole languages have their genesis in universal strategies of language
learning. In fact, crucial traits of my analyses were arrived at by paying attention t o
characteristics which have been claimed to hold of the child's initial grammar, and by testing
whether (some approximation of) these characteristics hold of Haitian. As a corollary, I
argue that these properties of Haitian cannot be straightforwardly explained by evoking
similar properties in the substrates or the superstrate.
Take pro-drop for example, Haitian would correspond to the child's grammar along the
corresponding parameter, assuming the results of some major acquisition studies. Moreover,
because neither French nor the West-African languages involved in the genesis of Haitian
seem t o admit null subjects in the contexts in which Haitian does, the pro-drop setting
of Haitian might be due exclusively t o the creolization process. (Contrarily to colloquial
French, Haitian admits of null subjects even in embedded contexts.)
In the same vein, my analysis of the syntax of predication in Haitian implies that this
language does not have a copulative verb equivalent to Elre 'be' in French (its superstrate)
or nye' 'be' in Ewe (one of its Kwa substrates). I have shown that Haitian se, although
historically related to French c'est, manifests syntactic properties crucially different from
those of its Romance ancestor. Even more striking is the fact that most other Kwa languages
seem t o have copulas which are categorical. Interestingly children, in their first stages of
acquiring English, use mainly 'copula-less' sentences.
As mentioned above, one of my long-term goals is to extrapolate this sort of acquisitionbased approach to other Creole languages, given that the study of one Creole language does
not suffice t o prove anything about Creole genesis. Also, in future research, I would like t o
use data from Creolization t o both formalize a theory of syntactic markedness and elaborate
a model of acquisition.
A theory of markedness based on creolization would predict that the grammar of a Creole
language should be less marked than that of the parent languages. Testing this prediction
involves a comparison of every Creole language with its parents.

From a Language Acquisition point of view, this theory of markedness lends itself t o
an attractive model of syntax'acquisition. This model would arise from the view that certain subparts of the grammar of a Creole language constitute reasonable first hypotheses
of language structure, to be incrementally debugged upon linguistic evidence from the target language. One fascinating question is this: What is it that underlyingly unifies these
subparts of Creole grammars which most directly reflect innate grammatical properties and
distinguishes them from other parts of the grammar which show influences from the substrates and/or superstrates? I believe that answering this question will point to solutions t o
the "logical problem of language acquisition" - and a version thereof made more complex
by the socio-linguistic conditions surrounding Creolization.
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Goals and Actions in Natural Language Instructions
Keywords: Instruction Understanding, Discourse Processing, Plan Inference
Human agents are extremely flexible in dealing with Natural Language instructions: they
are able to both adapt the plan they are developing to the input instructions, as well as t o
adapt the input instructions to the plan they are developing. Borrowing the term from [I],
I call this two-way adaptation process accommodation.
That accommodation is indeed taking place is shown by minimal pairs such as

1. Cut the square in half.

2. Cut the square in half t o create two triangles.
(1) admits an infinite number of different executions, because there are infinite ways to cut a
square in half; however, in (2), the purpose clause t o create t w o triangles reduces the number
of possible executions to one, namely, cutting the square along (one of) the diagonal(s).
Naturally occurring data provide evidence for the following claims:
1. The actions an agent has to perform when s/he is given instructions have to be computed from the descriptions given in the instructions themselves, as opposed to simply
e t t m c t e d from such descriptions. In all previous work that deals with instructions e.g. [3], [9] - the action to be executed is equated with the logical form extracted by
the parser, which for both (1) and (2) would be something like cut(agent, square, inhalf). However, in (2) such a logical form is underspecified with respect to the action
that has t o be executed, cut the square in half a l o n g the d i a g o n a l . This augmented
description must be computed.

2. The goals that an agent is trying to achieve guide this computation: it is create two
triangles that allows us to infer that the intended action is cut the square in h a l f a l o n g
the d i a g o n a l . Many goals are explicitly stated in the instructions themselves, as (2)
shows.

3. Action descriptions found in instructions can not be expected to exactly match the
knowledge that an agent may have about actions and their characteristics. Presumably an agent will have knowledge about cutting a square i n half along the diagonal
as a method for creating two triangles. This puts a requirement on the inference
mechanisms: they must be flexible enough to deal with action descriptions which are
underspecified with respect to the stored knowledge.
Further evidence for these claims comes from my analysis of naturally occurring instructions: in particular, I have examined two syntactic constructions, purpose clauses, such as t o
create two triangles in (2), and negative imperatives. In [4], I show what pragmatic functions
these constructions fulfill, and what kind of inferences an agent must perform t o understand
them.
I a m developing a model of instruction understanding consistent with the claims put
forward above. Such model consists of:

1. A speaker/hearer model of imperatives that extends the one presented in [3].
2. A representation of actions and of goals that is able to support accommodation inferences. I will propose that a hybrid KR system [2] should be used, whose primitives
are those proposed in [7] for the semantic representation of verbs and actions.

3. Inference mechanisms that contribute to building the structure of the intentions - the
plan graph - that the agent develops while interpreting instructions.
My work is related t o the "Animation from Natural Language Instructions" project (10, 11
contributions by Webber, Badler, Baldwin, Geib, Jung, Levison, Moore, White.

- see
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Syntactic Locality and Tree Adjoining Grammar:
Grammatical, Acquisition and Processing Perspectives
Keywords: Syntax, Language Acquisition, Parsing, Government-Binding Theory
My research focuses on the question of the nature of syntactic locality, i.e. what restrictions there are on the structural relations which may be grammatically relevant. Within
generative linguistic theory, and in particular within Government-Binding theory, this question has usually been addressed by explicitly defining locality conditions under which the
relations of government and movement may obtain. Instead, I have investigated this question in the context of the Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG). This constrained grammatical
formalism provides the theory of grammar with a module determining how phrase structure
representations are composed, and, in so doing, restricts the class of possible grammatical
principles t o those expressible over the local domains of TAG'S elementary structures, which
are determined by the function-argument structure of a single lexical head. Therefore, grammatical locality is not derived from a special stipulation, but instead falls out from general
principles underlying the sorts of representations which the grammar has available.
In my dissertation, I explore the implications of this conception of syntactic locality on
the statement of a grammatical theory as well as on the construction of psychological models
of parsing and acquisition. With respect to the concerns of the theory of grammar, I investigate the principles that govern the well-formedness of basic clausal structure. In a theory
of grammar with TAG as an underlying theory of phrase structure, this translates into the
question of the nature of the elementary structures that the formalism allows. By viewing
these structures as minimal function-argument structures, I show that the requirement that
all grammatical dependencies be treated within the local domain of the formalism's elementary structures leads to analyses of a range of phenomena including small clauses, copular
constructions, asymmetries between nominals and gerunds, parasitic gaps [I], and amount
quantifier scope.
Turning to questions of syntactic performance, I demonstrate that the "TAG hypothesis", i.e. that the theory of grammar is expressed as restrictions on a set of local domains,
provides a solution to the apparently incompatible demands of grammatical transparency on
the one hand, and computational efficiency on the other. We might impose this as desiderata
of a parsing model for a principles and parameters theory. Previous principle-based parsers
have elegantly implemented the grammatical theory in the parsing-as-deduction paradigm,
but have eschewed claims of psychological validity as a result of the computational properties of logical deduction. I show that by taking into account the nature of grammatical
principles, in particular that they express constraints over elements in local domains, a
parsing model can be constructed which transparently implements the linguistic theory, yet
operates incrementally and in linear time [2, 31.
Finally, within the domain of acquisition, I show that the assumption that children are
unable t o perform one of the combinatorial operations of the TAG formalism, adjoining,
explains the relative difficulty experienced in the acquisition of a seemingly disparate set of

syntactic phenomena, including Wh-movement, control constructions, raising, subject-aux
inversion and realization of tense [4]. Performing the adjoining operation is more computationally complex than the other operation of the formalism, substitution. Thus, this
expression of the grammar allows us to explain precisely why certain constructions occur
later than others. If this work is on the right path, it represents a new kind of explanation for
the time course of acquisition through properties of formal and computational complexity.
In addition t o these topics, I am also currently investigating, within the Gold paradigm,
questions of formal learnability in the context of principles and parameters theories with
and without locality restrictions of various kinds. Also, I am looking at the phenomenon of
word order variation in Germanic and its implications for the theory of movement and the
typology of syntactic positions [5].
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ItPlanS (an intentional planning system):
Integrating Intention and Planning
Keywords: Planning, Intentions, Elimination of Preconditions
The manner in which an agent choses to accomplish a given task is often determined
not only by the actual action or goal, but also by the agent's other intentions. For example,
breaking the door off its hinges is a way of satisfying the goal of having a door open.
However, this is not an acceptable solution in most cases.
Intentions play two roles in our planning deliberations. First, they are the ends of our
deliberations. That is to say, those things t o be achieved in the future. Second, they also
constrain the manner in which other intentions are satisfied. Bratmanll] gives a detailed
description of these two different facets of intentions in planning.
The goal of this work is to provide a principled treatment of the role of intentions in
planning. To this end, the role of preconditions in action representations must be reevaluated. Preconditions often implicitly encode intentions the agent must hold for the action
t o achieve its expected effects. For example, in STRIPS[2] the action PICKUP(a) had as
a precondition that the block "a" must be clear. This is not logically required for moving
blocks; it is not even physically required. This condition must be true only if the agent
has intentions not to move other blocks, if the objects on "a" make the action physically
impossible for the agent in that world state, or if the objects on "a" would cause a result
that is undesired in the situation. Notice, all of these possibilities are dependent on the
situation in which the action is performed.
In these cases, preconditions are encoding situation-dependent, intentional information in
a universal manner. In order to use intentions in making planning decisions, these intentions
must be represented explicitly. In the end, this explicit encoding of intentions and the use
of situated reasoning will allow for the complete elimination of preconditions.
The Intentional Planning System (ItPlanS) is a first step toward a planner that gives
intentions and situated reasoning the role in planning they deserve. ItPlanS is a hierarchical
intention planner. The system plans by recursively expanding intentions, developing lower
level intentions, until one is found that can be immediately satisfied by a single action.
This action is performed and the decomposition process is repeated. The only structures
maintained across each iteration is a list of the top level intentions. This means the decompositions for a given intention can vary from iteration t o iteration allowing ItPlanS to adapt
its plan to a changing world environment. Since ItPlanS decides on the next action based
on the world state, the system's knowledge, and its intentions, it might be characterized as
a reactive system rather than a planning system. Regardless of how ItPlanS is classified,
the implications of this work are valid t o all planning paradigms.
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Critiquing the management of trauma patients
Keywords: Critiquing, A1 in medicine, Plan inference, Generation
1 have recently begun working with a group at the University of Pennsylvania who are
developing a system (TraumAID) t o provide decision support during the initial definitive
management of severe injuries [5]. I a m concerned with improving the form of interaction
between the system and the physician user. In particular, I a m working on developing
a critiquing mode, in which the system evaluates the course of action proposed by the
physician rather than presenting the physician with a plan that it has determined to be
optimal. Critiquing is a technique that has been incorporated into the interfaces of several
medical expert systems [4, 3, 1, 21. It has the advantage that it acknowledges the role of
the physician as the primary decision maker while constantly monitoring his proposed plan
t o ensure that it does not deviate significantly from the system's preferred plan. Whenever
such differences are detected, the system produces an appropriate comment, alerting the
physician is aware that a potential problem exists. This approach is particularly effective
given the subjectivity and variability of preferred treatments that often play a role in medical
decision-making.
Previous critiquing models have been based on rule-based reasoning systems t h a t produce
a recommended treatment plan given the relevant patient data. Thus they are primarily
applicable t o domains that are sufficiently predictable t o support such an inflexible determination of plans. In trauma care, on the other hand, the advising system must be able t o
adapt t o a constantly changing situation. Each new piece of evidence triggers reevaluation
of conclusions and potential changes t o the proposed course of action. In addition, trauma
management requires the execution of urgent therapeutic procedures, while at the same
time pursuing additional treatment goals through diagnostic activity. Both diagnostic and
therapeutic procedures must be scheduled as efficiently as possible with both urgency and
logistical considerations in mind. The flexibility of TraumAid 2.0, the current version of the
system, derives from the integration of a rule-based reasoner t o determine a set of diagnostic
and therapeutic goals t o be addressed, with a planner that reasons from the set of pending
goals and the current situation to produce an appropriate course of action.
The critiquing module for TraurnAID must consist of several components: a planinference component t o analyze the physician's proposed sequence of actions, a plan-comparison
component t o compare the physician's proposed plan with the plan developed by TraumAID,
a content generator t o determine what the critique should comment on and to generate explanations, and a final output component. The user should be able t o choose how picky he
wants the system to be (comment on everything vs. give only essential warnings) and how
much detail the critiques should contain.
In addition to contributing to a more acceptable interface between system and physician,
I a m also interested in exploring the educational potential of the critiquing model. The fact
that the user must first propose a plan t o the system, together with the system's ability
t o evaluate that proposal and t o explain its reasoning, suggest that this approach could
effectively be applied to a tutorial setting.
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The Role of Syntax in Verb Acquisition
Keywords: Language Acquisition, Syntax

This research is being done in collaboration with Lila Gleitman. The focus of our research
is to investigate the connection between syntax and semantics and the implications of these
connections for language acquisition. Specifically, the topic is the Mapping Problem: how
children come to connect certain phonetic objects (e.g. /iyt/) with specific concepts (here,
the concept 'eat'). Also related is the issue of how children acquire the argument structures
and syntactic structures associated with each such item. For example, eating involves an
action of an animate being on an "edible", and appears in both transitive ( J o h n eats an
apple) and intransitive ( J o h n eats) syntactic structures.
The mapping problem is usually assessed to be accomplished through the child's attention to what is occurring in the world when the word is uttered. However, little is known
about the aspects of an observed scene that children will encode into the meaning of a new
verb uttered in the presence of these scenes. My goal is t o look a t those aspects of the
learning situation, in particular linguistic information, which are useful and or necessary for
the child to successfully solve this word learning problem. The recent literature suggests
that verbs line up rather poorly with their extra-linguistic contexts of use. Therefore it has
been suggested that linguistic (syntactic) evidence is important for extracting the meanings
of verbs.(Landau & Gleitman, 1985; Gleitman,l990)
I a m interested, particularly, in the process by which young children come to learn the
meanings of abstract verbs such as think, and know. Such verbs clearly pose a problem
for the view that situational concomitants are sufficient t o explain how the meanings are
extracted from observing a scene. Perhaps not coincidentally, these "non-observable" verbs
or verbs with a mental component license a unique range of syntactic structures. For
example, one can say John thinks that the building is tall; but not John eats that .... Adults
are very sensitive to the presence or absence of this kind of syntactic information such
that given a scene t o observe, and a novel verb (e.g. gorp) to learn, they rarely conjecture
abstract verbs like think without syntactic information in the scene. However, adults always
guess such verbs correctly with appropriate syntactic information (Lederer et al, 1991). It
has also been shown that syntactic information influences children's conjectures about the
meaning of a new verb when a scene has more than one interpretation such as give and take
(Fisher et al, forthcoming). It is not known whether or not children also use this syntactic
information to acquire abstract verbs, and this is the hypothesis that we are investigating.
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Verb Phrase Ellipsis and Discourse
Keywords: Ellipsis, Discourse, Semantics
It is generally acknowledged that the process of understanding a discourse results in the
construction of a discourse model which contain semantic objects evoked in the discourse.
Many accounts of pronominal anaphora make use of a discourse model, treating the semantic
objects in the discourse model as the possible antecedents for pronominal expressions. I
propose to account for Verb Phrase ellipsis in an analogous way, by extending the discourse
model to include semantic objects associated with Verb Phrases, as well as those associated
with Noun Phrases.
This approach accords with the intuition that Verb Phrase ellipsis is based on identity
of predication; an intuition reflected in the Logical Form identity theories of Sag [4] and
Williams [6], as well as many subsequent syntactic approaches. In contrast t o these approaches, the current approach imposes a semantic identity condition; the meaning of the
elided VP is identified with a VP meaning stored in the discourse model. I treat semantic
objects as "file change potentials", or relations on contexts.
There is a wide range of evidence that the identity condition governing VP ellipsis must
be semantic rather than syntactic. There are many cases of VP ellipsis in which there
is no syntactic VP that can be identified as the antecedent: for example, the antecedent
may be contextually supplied, it may be associated with a Noun Phrase, or it may be a
combination of two or more contextually available predicates. When there is a syntactic VP
as antecedent, there are many cases which violate a syntactic identity condition between
antecedent and ellipsis: for example, there may be a wh-trace in the antecedent, although
a wh-trace would not be syntactically permitted in the ellipsis site. I argue that all of these
cases can be handled in the semantic approach being advocated here.
A computer implementation of the proposed approach is under way; it consists of some
simple extensions to the "Incremental Interpretation" system of [3]. The system will be
tested on several hundred examples of VP ellipsis collected from the Brown Corpus.
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The Semantic Function of Factive Complementizers
Keywords: Complementizers, Factive Verbs
A structural basis can be given for the presuppositions induced by the use of certain
expressions. In a definite description, analyzed along the lines of Higginbotham [4], the
determiner theta-binds a variable introduced by the head noun. Assuming that the domain
bound by the definite determiner is the discourse frame, a presupposition of existence is
generated. The present work seeks t o generalize this result t o instances of theta-binding of
an event variable.
In factive ascriptions, such as John noticed that Bill broke the vase, the speaker presupposes the truth of the complement clause. No such presupposition is involved in the use
of propositional ascriptions, such as John believes that Bill broke the vase. This difference
can be given a structural basis in terms of the event structure of factive and propositional
complement clauses, appealing t o the event variable of Higginbotham [4] [5]. In a factive
complement, the complementizer has the semantic function of discharging the event variable of the complement clause, thus binding the event variable within the discourse frame.
As a result, the factive complement is interpreted as presupposed by the speaker. In a
propositional complement, the complementizer does not have a semantic function; the event
variable therefore propagates up t o the C P node of the complement clause, where i t is existentially quantified out in semantic composition with the propositional verb. The resulting
semantics for propositional ascriptions exhibits formal parallels t o Higginbotham's [3] analysis of perception sentences, except that in the propositional ascription the domain of events
and individuals must be relativized t o the mental model of the subject of the ascription.
This explains various aspects of the distribution of factive and propositional tensed complements, including why the object expletive 2t is available with factive tensed complements,
and not with propositional tensed complements.

Complementizers and Antecedent Government
Keywords: Complementizers, Adjunct Extraction, Antecedent Government
In the literature, it is argued that that-type complementizers have semantic content in
tensed factive complement clauses (Hegarty [2]) and in complement clauses of inherently
negative verbs (Laka [7]). Adjunct wh- movement is blocked out of both complement types.
This suggests that antecedent government is blocked over semantically contentful complementizers. This idea is approached by assuming that semantically contentful complementizers are obligatorily present throughout a syntactic derivation, whereas complementizers
which play no semantic role delete a t some point in the derivation, an application of Chomsky's [I] Principle of Full Interpretation. On this basis, domains of antecedent government
can be defined in a way similar t o Kayne's [6] notion of a g-projection set, but with a built-in
sensitivity t o the presence of semantically contentful complementizers. Applying the results

to adjunct extraction from infinitival complement clauses, it seems that the extension of
antecedent government domains is also conditioned by the presence of (in)dependent tense
operators within a domain. The nature of this constraint needs to be carefully worked out
in terms of an account of the structure of infinitival complement clauses, a focal point of
current work on this project. The system developed to this point accounts for patterns of adjunct extraction out of tensed indicative and subjunctive complements in Western Romance
languages (Fkench, Spanish, Catalan, Italian), but with subsidiary assumptions about the
obligatoriness and semantic function of complementizers in these languages. The status of
some of these subsidiary assumptions is not clear, and is another focal point of current work
on this project.
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An Incremental Connectionist Parser Using Partial
Descriptions of Phrase Structure
Keywords: Syntactic Parsing, Connectionism, Linguistic Representation
In the investigation of natural language, the question arises as to how it is possible that
people can understand language with the speed and reliability with which they do. Given
the vast amount of grammatical information and the proliferation of possible analyses at
any given point in a parse, the answer must involve a large amount of parallelism. This
work looks at one proposed model of massively parallel computation and tries to determine
whether that model is computationally adequate for parsing natural language syntax.
The model of massively parallel computation investigated here is the connectionist computational architecture proposed in [4]. This architecture is especially suited for parsing
natural language because, unlike many other connectionist models, it directly manifests the
symbolic interpretation of the information it stores and manipulates. Virtually all characterizations of natural language syntax have relied heavily on symbolic representations.
Like other connectionist models, this architecture is massively parallel and does its computations with units which have roughly the same computational properties as neurons. In
this architecture, a computing module can represent entities, store predications over those
entities, and use pattern-action rules to dynamically manipulate this stored information.
While this representation provides a rather general purpose computing framework, it has
two limitations which pose significant problems for parsing natural language. First, it cannot represent arbitrary disjunction. This means that an incremental parser must operate
essentially deterministically (as in [2]). Second, the memory capacity of any computing
module is bounded. The number of entities which can be stored is bounded by a small
constant, the number of predications is bounded, and the number of pattern-action rules
is bounded. This means the parser must be able to forget information which it no longer
needs to finish parsing the sentence.
In order t o compensate for the above two limitations of the computational architecture
while still maintaining a linguistically adequate representation of grammatical information,
the parser developed in this work makes extensive use of partial descriptions of phrase
structure trees. In [3] this approach was proposed as a way to parse deterministically. The
partiality of the descriptions makes it possible to simply not specify information which has
not yet been determined, rather than using disjunction t o list possible alternatives. The
specific instantiation of this approach to parsing which the parser uses is a grammatical
formalism called Structure Unification Grammar (SUG, [I]). SUG provides a language for
specifying partial descriptions of tree fragments, combines these descriptions using node
equations, and provides a criteria for the successful completion of a derivation. Since the
combination operation and the completion requirement both apply locally t o nodes, a completed node which will not be involved in any further equations can be forgotten without
interfering with the subsequent completion of a valid parse. This property allows the parser
to forget nodes, and thus t o parse arbitrarily long sentences with only a finite amount of

memory, as required by the second limitation of the computational architecture. In addition
t o providing the mechanisms necessary to compensate for the limitations of the architecture,
SUG provides a powerful and perspicuous framework for specifying grammatical information. See [I] for an extensive discussion of how insights and analyses from a variety of other
linguistic investigations (including D-Theory, TAG, CCG, and LFG) can be captured in
SUG.
The parser developed in this work uses SUG grammars and parses following SUG derivations. The parser stores in its memory the current intermediate description of the derivation,
and incrementally combines grammar entries for the words of the sentence with this intermediate description. The nonterminal nodes of the intermediate descriptions are the entities
in the parser's memory, phrase structure information about these nodes is represented in
the predications in the parser's memory, and the pattern-action rules are used t o encode
general properties of SUG structures and to encode how each grammar entry can be combined with an intermediate description. This model of parsing is interesting independently
of the fact that it is connectionist because of its implicationsfor efficient natural language
parsing. Since the grammar is represented in pattern-action rules which compute in parallel, the parser's speed is independent of the size of its grammar. Its output is incremental,
monotonic, and does not include disjunction. Its disambiguation mechanism provides a
simple parallel interface for the influence of higher level language modules. It parses in
quasi-real time (constant time per word). Interestingly, assuming neurologically plausible
timing characteristics for the computing units, a biological implementation of the parser
could parse simple sentences with a worst case throughput in the vicinity of six words per
second, which is real time for spoken language. More complex sentences (which require time
for disambiguation) would not be much slower.
Currently the parsing model has been developed and for the most part implemented
using the Rochester Connectionist Simulator. An empirical study to verify that this model
is computationally adequate for parsing natural language is in progress. Also, the use of
probabilistic information in making disambiguation decisions is being added. This parsing
model is particularly well suited for the use of such information because of the ability of the
connectionist architecture to do evidential reasoning, and because SUG's large domain of
locality allows probabilistic information to be stated within grammar entries. Future work
includes applying this parser to specific natural language processing tasks and investigating
the significance of this parser as a model of human linguistic performance.
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Prosody and the Interpretation of okay
Keywords: Prosody, Cue Phrase, Discourse Structure
Okay can contribute semantic content or discourse information to an utterance. Hirschberg
and Litman(87) and Litman and Hirschberg(90) claim that sentential and discourse uses of
similar, ambiguous 'cue phrases' can be distinguished by prosodic features.The question I
address here is whether finer distinctions than discourse vs. sentential use can be made on
the basis of prosody. To this end, studying okay has several advantages. First, okay has
multiple discourse uses. Consequently, in addition to disambiguating between discourse and
sentential use, hearers need to distinguish among the various discourse uses. Second, okay
occurs with high frequency in conversation, so tokens are relatively easy to collect. Third,
speakers have strong intuitions that a t least some varieties of okay are easily distinguishable
perceptually.
I investigate the relation between prosody and interpretation for the lexical item okay
using two approaches: 1) forming natural groupings of FO contours and of contexts, and
identifying correlations between the two types of groupings; and 2) performing a perceptual
experiment in which subjects interpret prosodically varied tokens presented in isolation.
Data for the study is from taped dialog of a task requiring two participants separated by a
barrier t o cooperatively reconstruct a paperclip design (barrier task).
Grouping of FO contours is done using characteristics such as relative FO height of the
first and second syllables and general shapes of the two syllables (e.g. rising, falling, degree
of rise or fall). Because the study is restricted to okay, it is relatively easy to divide tokens
into natural intonational classes by sorting pitch contours visually and auditorily, without
relying on any previously-assumed system of description. This classificatory independence
is an advantage since the fit between existing descriptive systems and natural data is often
dubious.
Initial grouping of contexts into interpretive categories is based on: 1) observed conversational behavior, such as turn taking and 2) discourse segmentation/change or continuation
of theme of discussion. Following Litman and Hirschberg (go), I assumed that n o w indicates the beginning of a new discourse segment. Therefore, I considered the presence of n o w
immediately following okay t o be diagnostic of discourse segment completion. Similarly and
immediately following okay was considered indicative of discourse segment continuation.
Grouping the barrier task data reveals three especially clear FO contour types. One FO
contour type (ctl) is flat. The two syllables have very close FO values and each syllable
remains at its value for most of the syllable duration.
The second contour type (ct2) has a first syllable higher than the second with an abrupt
transition. Both syllables have constant FO value so are basically flat.
In the third contour type (ct3), the first syllable is flat or slightly falling. The second
syllable is rising. The second syllable begins higher than the end of the first and ends
considerably higher than any point in the first syllable.
Other groupings of contours in the barrier task data contain fewer tokens than ctl, ct2
and ct3 and will require examination of additional data for reliable characterization. For
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tokens of c t l , ct2 or ct3, contour type is predictive of context type. 86% of the tokens with
c t l were from a context in which the speaker was continuing an instruction that had been
started in a previous utterance. 88% of the tokens with ct2 were in a context where the
okay marked the end of a task or subtask. 89% of the tokens with ct3 were from a context
in which the speaker was passing up a turn and letting the other person continue.
The perception experiment consists of presenting subjects with instances of okay in
isolation t o which they respond with interpretations of the instances. The experiment
provides a way of testing the perceptual reality of proposed categories, and of generating
interpretation categories that might not have been revealed through other methods.In the
pilot study, subjects could replay tokens a t will and the form of their responses was fairly
unconstrained. Tokens for the pilot were selected from a separate data base with sound
quality as the sole selection criterion. The newest version of the experiment allows subjects
a limited time to respond, and the number and timing of repetitions is controlled. Stimuli
for this experiment are from the barrier task data and represent a range of variation based
on the results of the 'grouping' phase of the research.
Although clearly not random, the results of these experiments are fairly messy. However,
the improvement in interpretability between the pilot and the newer experiment indicates
that further refinements will yield reasonable results. Consequently, a major part of my
current work is developing and testing improvements to the perceptual experiment.
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Word Order Variation in Turkish
Keywords: Turkish, Scrambling, Pragmatics, CCGs
The strict word order in English allows us t o identify the grammatical relations in a
sentence. However in Turkish, and in many other "free word order" languages, a rich
system of case markings identifies the predicate-argument structure of a sentence, whereas
word order serves a pragmatic function. In Turkish the most common word order in simple
transitive sentences is SOV (Subject Object Verb). However, all of the permutations of the
sentence seen below are grammatical in the proper discourse situations.

(1) a. Esra gazeteyi
okuyor.
Esra newspaper-acc read-present .
Esra is reading the newspaper.
b. Gazeteyi Esra okuyor.
c. Esra okuyor gazeteyi.
d. Gazeteyi okuyor Esra.
e. Okuyor gazeteyi Esra.
f. Okuyor Esra gazeteyi.
The pragmatic functions of these word order variations roughly consist of moving into the
sentence-initial topic position, moving into the immediately pre-verbal focus position, or
moving backgrounded information into post-verbal positions [I]. An active area of my
research is t o determine the specific pragmatic functions of the word order variations in
Turkish. I an1 also interested in how prosody interacts with these word orders and the
pragmatic information structure.
I have also been working on a CCG model for free word order languages. In Turkish, elements with overt case-marking generally can scramble freely, even out of embedded
clauses. This suggest a CCG approach where case-marked elements are functions which can
combine with one another and with verbs in any order. The primary advantage of using
CCGs is the ease with which any two adjacent elements in a sentence can be combined in
an incremental manner. We only have t o fine-tune the combinatory operations in CCG t o
handle free word order. Karttunen [Z] has proposed a Categorial Grammar formalism t o
handle free word order in Finnish. However, CCGs allow the operations of composition and
type raising which have been useful in handling a variety of linguistic phenomena including
long distance dependencies and nonconstituent coordination [3]; these operations will also
play an essential role in an analysis of scrambling.
In complex Turkish sentences with clausal arguments, elements of the embedded clauses
can be extracted and scrambled to positions in the main clause, i.e. long distance scrambling.
Long distance scrambling appears to be no different than local scrambling as a syntactic

and pragmatic operation. Generally, long distance scrambling is used to move an element
into the sentence-initial topic position or to background it by moving it behind the matrix
verb.
(2) a. Fatma [Esra'nin okula
gittiiini]
biliyor.
Fatma [Esra-GEN school-LOC go-GER-3SG-ACC] know-PROG.
Fatma knows that Esra goes to school.

b. Okulq
Fatma [Esra'nin ei gittizini]
biliyor.
school-LOCi Fatma [Esra-GEN ei go-GER-3SG-ACC] know-PROG.
biliyor
okulai .
c. Fatma [Esra'nin ei gittizini]
Fatma [Esra-GEN ei go-GER-3SG-ACC] know-PROG school-Loci.

I would like to develop a uniform analysis that handles both local and long distance scrambling. Further development of the CCG combinatory rules is necessary to handle long
distance scrambling and to fully take advantage of our choice to maintain the verbs and
case-marked elements as functors.
Prosody and pragmatic information must be incorporated into any account of free word
order languages. Although there are not many syntactic restrictions on word order in
Turkish, there are semantic and pragmatic restrictions on word order that we must take into
account. Further research is necessary to decide how best to use prosody and pragmatic
information within a CCG model to interpret Turkish.
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Fixed and Flexible Phrase Structure: Coordination in Tree Adjoining Grammars in the Manner of Combinatory Categorial Grammars
Keywords: Grammar Formalisms, Coordination, TAGS

TAGs are like phrase structure grammars in the sense that the elementary structures are
trees (although not derived from a phrase structure grammar) and the derived structures are
trees. They are unlike phrase structure grammars in the sense that the combining operations
are tree operations (substitution and adjoining) and not string operations (concatenation
and substitution).
Categorial grammars, especially the Combinatory Categorial Grammars (CCG) [I, 21
under certain conditions (which hold for grammars written in CCGs) are equivalent t o
TAGs[3, 41. CCGs are unlike phrase structure grammars and also TAGs, in the sense that a
CCG does not assign a unique tree structure to a sentence (even in the unambiguous case);
it is quite flexible in the assignment of the structure. Almost any contiguous sequence of
words can be put together as a constituent in a CCG. This property is exploited by CCGs
t o give a very elegant account of a wide range of coordination phenomena.
Lexicalized TAGs (with substitution and adjunction) are similar to CCGs in the sense
that for each lexical item the elementary tree(s) which is (are) 'anchored' on that item can
be regarded as the (structured) category (categories) associated with that item. Then for
any sequence of lexical items (contiguous or non-contiguous) we can assign a (structured)
category. We will attempt to show how a CCG-like account for coordination can be constructed in the framework of lexicalized TAGs. We are also examining gapping and other
related phenomena in this context. To the extent it is successful, it shows that an account
of coordination can be constructed along the lines of CCG without having to construct
constituents corresponding t o sequences of lexical items that will ordinarily not be grouped
as constituents. More specifically, constituency is defined in the elementary structures and
this constituency is preserved and no additional constituent types have to be created. In
a CCG being a function is the same thing as being a constituent and vice versa. In our
approach we try to show how these two aspects can be kept apart while still realizing the
kind of flexibility in the constituent structure that a CCG allows. We also examine some of
the processing implications of this approach.
As a followup of this work, we are also exploring the possibility of developing a calculus
in which we assign 'partial proofs' as categories to lexical items, allowing for a TAG-like
account within the categorial framework.

Machine Translation
Keywords: TAG, Machine Translation
Lexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammar (LTAG) is an attractive formalism for linguistic
description mainly because of its extended domain of locality and its factoring of recursion
from the domain of local dependencies. LTAG's extended domain of locality enables one t o
localize syntactic dependencies (such as filler-gap), as well as semantic dependencies (such
as predicate-arguments). The aim of this paper is t o show that these properties combined
wilh the lexicalized property of LTAG are especially attractive for machine translation.
The transfer between two languages, such as French and English, can be done by putting
directly into correspondence large elementary units without going through some interlingual
representation and without major changes t o the source and target grammars. The underlying formalism for the transfer is "synchronous Tree Adjoining Grammars". Transfer rules
are stated as correspondences between nodes of trees of large domain of locality which are
associated with words. We can thus define lexical transfer rules that avoid the defects of a
mere word-to-word approach but still benefit from the simplicity and elegance of a lexical
approach.
We rely on the French and English LTAG grammars that have been designed over the
past two years jointly at University of Pennsylvania and University of Paris 7-Jussieu.
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Human Posture Planning
Keywords: Posture Planning, Situated Agents, Collision Avoidance
The problem I am studying involves devising a computational process by which the
human body coordinates and controls its body parts to achieve given tasks; this process is
called posture planning. The work is reported in [3, 1, 21. The posture planning process is
designed using motion-related rules and constraints commonsensically observed. That is,
posture planning is done not at the physiological or biomechanical levels, but directly at the
behavioral level. While motor behavior studies typically try to understand local motions
of the lower body (e.g., for walking and jumping) or the upper body (e.g., reaching), we
consider the whole body; in particular, coordination between the lower body and the upper
body.
As part of AnimNL project, the ultimate input to the posture planner are natural language instructions. The objective of this study, however, is to provide the most bottom level
interface between language related processes and agent animation. Even when particular
ways of achieving given instructions are determined (see Di Eugenio, Levison, White) based
on the meaning of verbs and the structural and functional features of objects referred t o in
instructions, and a partial sequence of 'primitive actions' are determined by a traditional
A1 symbolic planner (see Geib), those primitive actions are goals from the perspective of
motion planning. Specifically, I call these goals task-space goals. They do not specify which
body parts t o move nor how to move them. Rather, I am concerned only with the geometric
aspects of gross body motions. Moreover, I am particularly interested in approaching the
goal region and performing the given task.
The process of posture planning for task-space goals is briefly summarized as follows.
Task-space goals typically do not specify body parts t o be used to achieve given goals. For
instance, the task-space goal defined by the instruction pick u p Ihe block does not indicate
what body part to use. Nor does the instruction indicate whether the upper body (torso)
or the lower body is to be used. In other words, task-space goals do not specify which body
resources t o use. The agent must decide where and how much t o move the body parts.
Moreover, in order t o determine a motion of a body part, the base joint relative to which
a body part is moved must also be determined. An example of determined or quantified
task-space goals is:
Move the palm center of the right hand t o Cartesian space position (x,y,z) using
the hip joint as the base joint of the motion.
To obtain quantified task-space goals, the posture planner suggests goal placements (positions/orientations) of important body parts (or directions and distances of their movements),
with respect to the task-space (Cartesian space). This requires capturing dependencies between body parts motions. Additionally, it requires predicting ramifications of intermediate
decisions and verifying that they do not interfere with the global goal. Motion rules used
for the task-space reasoning are described in terms of qualitative spatial relations between

the moving body parts and the objects around them, e.g., in-front-of, forward, left-of, rightof, above, under, away-from, horizontally-away-from, parallel, perpendicular, within-view-of,
within-comfortably-reachable-region. The qualitative geometric relations are in turn defined
by quantitative geometric relations.
Each quantified task-space of a body part has a base joint. When a goal is being
considered, the sequence of body segments between the base joint and the body part is
called an active joint chain. A given goal of a body part is ultimately achieved by
rotations of the joints in the active joint chain. The body has multiple goals and hence
multiple active joint chains. These are combined to form the global joint chain. Motions of
joints in the global joint chain are supposed to coordinate with one another so that all the
spatial goals of multiple body parts may be achieved. In the case of multiple spatial goals
of body parts, the planner must deal with situations in which one goal demands that a joint
rotate in one direction and another goal demands that same joint rotate in the opposite
direction. This is an example of goal interference in A1 planning, although a t a lower level.
To solve this problem, joint angles of a limb are considered resources for task-space goals
for the end-point of that limb. Then the problem of joint goal interference is resolved by
allocating joint resources t o multiple spatial goals such that each spatial goal has at least one
joint contributing to it. If this resolving strategy fails, it means that the multiple goals in
question cannot be achieved at the same time. In such a case, the current planning decision
is backtracked and alternative ways are tried.
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Formal Modeling of Natural Language Acquisition
Keywords: Formal Learning Theory, Natural Language Acquisition
My Ph.D. thesis [I] is a formal investigation of certain aspects of Language Learning.
Variations of some existing models along the directions suggested by studies in Natural
Language Acquisition have been studied. We have obtained characterizations for families
of languages learnable under some commonly assumed constraints [3]. We have also incorporated a stochastic element in our model (along the lines of pac-learning) and obtained
learning algorithms that exploit 'indirect negative evidence' generated using this assumption. In addition, we have looked at the applications of formal principles, such as the
Subset Principle, and pinpointed the inaccuracies in the past applications and suggested
alternatives 141.
In a further development of the construction in my thesis, we have recently shown that
learning can succeed when only this kind of indirect negative evidence is used. At each step
of the learning algorithm a prediction made on the basis of the current grammar is put t o
test. The outcome completely determines the behavior of the learner. In this construction,
the extensional relationship between various possible languages ceases to be a parameter.
The learning algorithm is uniform, simple and robust.
We expect to develop the learning model using input from different directions. One part
of research is involved in determining how well this learning model is consistent with existing
data on child language acquisition. In order t o verify some predictions such a model makes,
we hope to conduct new psychological studies. We also intend to run the learning algorithms
on large corpora of text from different languages. It is expected that as a byproduct of this
procedure new understanding of the principles and parameters of the Universal Grammar
may be obtained [2].
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Phonology and Grammatical Category
Keywords: Language Processing, Acquisition, Phonology, Lexical Structure
During language acquisition, children must learn the grammatical categories of their
language, such as noun and verb, and how to assign words to the appropriate class (e.g.,
"car" is a noun, "go" is a verb). Adults also must assign words to grammatical classes
quickly and accurately. In understanding how these tasks are accomplished, researchers
try t o determine what sources of information are available and used to make grammatical
category assignments. Most research on this question focuses on semantic and syntactic
information for grammatical class. My own research examines a relatively neglected source
of such information, namely phonology. Perhaps certain phonological features are correlated
with different grammatical classes, with the concomitant possibility that children and adults
have learned and use these correlations.
My investigations of this question have led me to conclude that phonology has been seriously underestimated as an informational source for grammatical class. In particular, large
correlations between phonology and grammatical class exist, they can involve thousands of
words in the lexicon of a language, children and adults have implicit knowledge of these correlations, and specific hypotheses about the causes of these correlations can be proposed and
evaluated. For example, disyllabic nouns and verbs differ in stress in English, with nouns
being more likely to have first syllable stress (e.g., compare the pronunciations of "record"
in "I bought a record a t the store" versus "I will record the concert"). In a variety of experiments, I have shown that adult English speakers have knowledge of this correlation. For
example, disyllabic pseudowords such as "bontoon" are more likely to be pronounced with
first syllable stress if they act as nouns in sentences than if they act as verbs. In addition to
examining speaker knowledge of this stress difference, we have explored a possible basis for
its evolution in English. In particular, we have argued that the noun-verb stress difference
is due to two factors: (a) a general preference for rhythmic alternation in language, and (b)
the tendency for verbs t o be more likely than nouns to appear in rhythmic contexts that bias
them toward second syllable stress. Using this general hypothesis, we have discovered large
rhythmic contexts differences between nouns and verbs, and have used these contexts t o
predict where the noun-verb difference should be strongest in the English lexicon. Furthermore, a variety of experiments have indicated that stress patterns on words can be altered in
predicted ways by the rhythmic contexts in question. These experiments demonstrate that
the causes of certain phonological differences between nouns and verbs can be elucidated
experimentally. More generally, various characteristics of language change can be subjected
to standard psycholinguistic experimental methods. In the future, we plan to relate these
various phenomena t o models of lexical representation and access in human memory.
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Formalizing the Theory of Grammar Using TAG
Keywords: Grammar Formalisms, Theory of Grammar, TAG
Research over the last several years has demonstrated the utility of the TAG formalism
in empirical research on natural language syntax. Use of the formalism allows the linguist
to capture syntactic generalizations that would be represented as constraints on movement
in a transformational grammar rather than as constraints on the well-formedness of elementary structures. Due t o the limited generative capacity of TAG, the theory of grammar that
results from the change in representation is more highly constrained than standard transformational theory. For example, the principle of subjacency, independent of other principles
in a transformational grammar, falls out as a corollary of the TAG formalism. The possibility of successfully translating well-motivated transformational analyses into TAG has
been demonstrated for a number of constructions, among which the most important has
been wh- movement, including such complex features of the construction as the parasitic
gap phenomenon and the phenomenon of long movement. In addition, there has been work
on N P movement, on extraposition, and on the complex West Germanic verb-raising construction. Recent research on scrambling has also yielded promising results. currently,
our research on the linguistic application of the TAG formalism centers on specifying in
detail the proper representation of elementary TAG structures and evaluating the empirical
utility of various extensions t o the formalism, with the aim of improving the coverage and
conceptual elegance of TAG analyses of core grammatical phenomena.

Patterns of Grammar in Language Use and Change
Keywords: Statistics and Language, Language Change
Work on the history of the English auxiliary system has revealed a surprising statistical
pattern in the frequency of use of modern versus Middle English forms. When sentences from
the late Middle English corpus are grouped by sentence type into negative interrogatives,
affirmative interrogatives, negative declaratives, and affirmative declaratives, the frequency
of use of the periphrastic auxiliary d o differs substantially by type. This difference follows
the ordering given; and under assumptions long standard in studies of language change, the
ordering of frequencies would be taken to reflect a temporal ordering of contexts. Specifically,
the use of d o would have been supposed to enter the language context by context following
the frequency ordering, and the rate of spread would have been differentiated by context
in the same way. Statistical analysis, however, reveals that the rate of spread of the do
form is the same in all contexts. Furthermore, this rate is the same as that of the spread of
preverbal positioning of prosodically weak sentential adverbs, which, under a well-motivated
and standard syntactic analysis, is a reflex of the same grammatical change as the one that
motivates the use of periphrastic do. The parallelism across contexts suggests the following
"constant rate" hypothesis for language change: When alternations in different surface

contexts reflect competition at a single locus in an underlying grammatical system, the
rates of change in the frequencies of the alternating forms over time will be the same for
all contexts. In other words, change takes place a t the level of the grammar, not at the
level of the surface contexts where its effects are observed. The first support beyond the
original Middle English case found for the constant rate hypothesis was in certain previously
described historical changes in Portuguese and French. More recently, the hypothesis has
received further support in diachronic studies of Old English and Yiddish phrase structure
that were specifically designed to test it.
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A Tag Analysis of 'Tough' Constructions in English
Keywords: TAG Analysis

The paper attempts to provide a unified account of the so-called 'Tough' constructions
in English, using the framework of n e e Adjoining Grammar (TAG). 'Tough' constructions
have been paid great attention in linguistic theory since they show an interesting linguistic
property of filler-gap dependency. In this paper, I will first present the previous analysis
of 'Tough' construction done in the framework of GPSG and point out its limitations. It
will be shown that such a context-free formalism as GPSG is not sophisticated enough t o
capture the linguistic fact of 'Tough' construction. This problem and some other motivations
lead us t o use a new formalism, the TAG analysis developed by Joshi(1975) and others,
which is mildly context-sensitive in its nature. In particular, my analysis will be based
on a recent extension of TAG, Lexicalized Unification-Based Tree Adjoining Grammars
(UTAG) developed in Vijay-Shanker and Joshi(1988). I will argue that t o properly deal with
'Tough' constructions we need two properties of TAG formalism. One is that in TAG the
constraints are specified a t the domain of locality and they are expanded in an unbounded
way by applying the adjoining operation. This property of TAG is contrasted with that
of the context-free grammar (CFG) formalism; for instance, in GPSG the constraints are
implemented in each rule by some kind of feature- specification, which is passed up and
down around the tree. It will be argued that the TAG formalism has a crucial advantage
over CFG formalism in giving a simple unified account of 'Tough' constructions. The second
property is the extra mildly context-sensitive mechanism of UTAG; namely, the constraint
on the adjoining operation with respect to feature-specificatioii on the node t o be adjoined.
I will propose a feature called GAP to be used to capture the linguistic information as to
whether or not the given node has a gap above or below in the rest of the tree. It will
be argued that interacting with this feature specification, the theory-internal constraint on
the adjoining operation in TAG contributes to correctly deriving only well-formed sentences
and rules out the ill-formed ones with respect to 'Tough' constructions.
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Scrambling and Movement Types
Keywords: Operator, Non-operator, A-movement, A'-movement
In the history of generative syntax, there have been several major issues concerning
scrambling phenomena in languages such as German, Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Turkish,
etc. In these languages, ordering of the arguments of a verb is relatively free compared t o
English, indicating that a clause in these languages is less structured than in English. The
first issue, which became known as the configurationality parameter, in the early 1980's) is
whether scrambling is due t o base-generation (cf. [2]), or to movement. The second issue, on
which more recent studies on scrambling have focused, is what type of movement scrambling
belongs to, e.g. A vs. A'-movement (under the assumption that it is movement cf. [6], [4],
[ 5 ] ) . A third issue is whether or not local and long distance scrambling are the same syntactic
phenomenon.
In my thesis, I primarily address the issue of what type of movement scrambling is, by
examining the nature of the position occupied by a scrambled element with regard t o scope
and binding facts. This provides the answer for the question of uniformity of local and long
distance scrambling as well. I also consider constraints on scrambling, and conclude that
the absencelpresence of the category AGR leads to parametric variations among scrambling
languages with respect to the extraction domain, and the absence/presence of subjectlobject
asymmetry in scrambling.

I argue that scrambling is movement of a third type, namely, movement to a non-operator
A'-position, along the line of [3]. The operatorlnon-operator distinction is based upon a
semantic operator-variable relation a t LF, and the A/A1-distinction, on 8-Inon-8-position,
as defined in [I]. Crucial evidence for scrambling being non-operator movement comes
from interpretations of scrambled wh-phrases, negative polarity items, and quantifiers. A
scrambled scope element may undergo reconstruction to its base-position, and the position
occupied by a scrambled element itself behaves as a variable. Examination of the data
concerning weak crossover and strong crossover suggests that scrambling is A-movement,
while considerations of parasitic gap facts and the existing definitions of A-movement/Achain indicate that scrambling is A'-movement. Given this, I conclude that scrambling
is movement to a non-operator A'-position, in which non-operator positions subsume the
classical A-positions.
As for constraints on scrambling, in Korean there is no subjectlobject asymmetry, and a
scrambled clause does not form an island for further extraction. I derive these properties by
hypothesizing that the verb governs all of its arguments including the scrambled ones a t Sstructure, which is in turn due t o the absence of the category AGR in the Korean language.
This hypothesis is supported by the distribution of nominative case in untensed clauses and
event nominal clauses, and gives a natural explanation for the differences between German
and Korean concerning domain of and constraints on scrambling.
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Lexical Semantics of Instructions for Animation
Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Lexical Semantics, Graphics, User Interfaces
I a m interested in improving human-computer interaction by augmenting machine understanding of human instructions and incorporating graphics into human-computer interfaces. My current research is in understanding instructions for the purpose of generating
animations. As a member of the Animation and Natural Language project (AnimNL)
(see Badler, Baldwin, Di Eugenio, Geib, Jung, Moore, Webber and White), I work between
the Language, Information and Computation (LINC) Lab and the Graphics Lab, building
animation definitions of those instructions which result in physical actions.
If the purpose of an interaction is cooperation on a task, the computer must understand
the user's instructions and act appropriately. This is relevant a t the level of the humancomputer interface as well as in the domain of the AnimNL project, in which we want t o
instruct a graphics program to generate certain animations. In building a system which
will interpret the user's instruction, I am specifically interested in verb-object relations; I
have identified wide variations in intended action which occur when a verb appears with
different objects. For example, the verb open is associated with two distinct physical actions
in the instructions open the door and open the soda can. If we believe that each verb has a
unique meaning then we must account for these variations in interpretation a t the sentence
or the instruction level. I would argue that each verb has a partial, core meaning; this
meaning is completed in an utterance with information carried by the verb's object, as well
as by understanding the infention of the given instruction. For example,the definition of
open might be something like: provide access to. One fact that I know about the door t o
my apartment, either from living in my house or through visual perception, is the door's
degrees of freedom. (I might also know that this is a heavy door and that it is hung to swing
shut if not propped open.) If part of the definition of open includes moving its object, then
interpreting how t o open my door entails checking how my door moves - what its degrees of
freedom are - either translation or rotation. If the door is marked as allowing translations
then I probably have a sliding-glass door; not only do rotations indicate a hinged door,
but positive rotation implies pulling, while negative requires pushing. These observations
suggest that building animation definitions based solely on the verb or exclusively on the
object won't work. I advocate instead a hybrid system in which the core meaning of the
verb makes use of (geometrical) information associated with the object.
Investigating these definitions requires an application that allows the user to give the
system task instructions, as well as providing the user an easy way t o check the computer's
interpretation of those instructions - in other words, to verify that the correct action is
performed. The animation of repair instructions satisfies this requirement: t o generate
an animation the computer must understand the instructions, and the resulting animation
provides an easy way for an engineer t o (visually) check the correctness of both the original
instructions and the interpretation - the resulting simulation. (In addition, this application
has real-world utility: rather than read an instruction manual, a technician or trainee can
watch an animation of a simulated agent performing a repair or maintenance task.)

My research uses the JackTM modeling system (a software package developed in the
Computer Graphics Research Lab), which provides 3D-modeling capabilities as well as extensive human factors and anthropometric analysis tools. At the same time that I am examining linguistic issues in the instructional texts, I am investigating methodologies which
will enable an engineer t o produce simulations of task-level actions despite possibly limited
knowledge of low-level animation techniques. I am using a minimal set of animation directives, (Jack animation instructions like move l e f t f o o t or bend torso) to define higherlevel actions such as g r a s p , a t t a c h or o p e n . I call these composites task-actions. I hope
to provide a richer set of task-actions definitions as well as a utility for defining new taskactions. These action descriptions, from the viewpoint of animation, will allow an engineer
with minimal knowledge of graphics to generate animations. The interpretation process will
save the engineer from defining multiple animation procedures such as open-door, open-book
and open-jewelry-box. I am trying for an economy of action definitions, relieving the engineer
of the burden of specifying detail which the system might well be able to deduce.
In summary, then, I believe that I can classify both the verbs and their objects in
instructional texts according t o their lexical semantics: the verbs based on the underlying
physical action, the objects dependent on geometrical information. I am building a highlevel utility, within the Jack framework, which will determine, in a given instantiation,
exactly how t o apply the verb to its object by reasoning about such things as the geometry
of the object. I will use Jack animation directives - primitives which describe high-level
motor control - to build compositional definitions of the physical actions underlying the
instructional verbs. These task-actions will describe the tasks to be performed at a highlevel and not on a movement-by-movement basis.
I hope to relate this work in instruction understanding and animation to research in user
interfaces. Imagine a user who requests: print my file. Simply sending the file t o the printer
is adequate for a brief C program, but is not the most felicitous act if the file is a LaTeX file;
similarly, the system should prevent the user from printing a .obj file. Instead the system
can check the type of the file, and either format it correctly before printing or suggest an
alternative action. This functionality will allow the user to describe the high-level intended
action, while the system determines the low-level details based on the central meaning of
print and "geometrical" knowledge of the file in question.
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Language Sound Structure
Keywords: Phonetics, Phonology
Phonetic variation sometimes seems to be an annoyance, or even an embarrassment t o
the elegant structures of phonological description. On the contrary, the infinite variability
of phonetic interpretation rescues phonological categories and relations from the problem
of their essential finiteness. Phonetic variation provides an inexhaustible body of evidence
whose statistical structure reveals the nature of the underlying processes, and can thus
can help settle questions about phonology that might otherwise depend on evaluating the
elegance of alternative accounts of the structure of a finite set of word forms.
At least, this ought t o be the case. There are some problems: often, the physical
measurements that we would like to have are difficult to get; very large amounts of data are
usually required, due to the complexity of the underlying processes; finally, since phonetics
deals with what happens when people actually talk, its interpretation requires consideration
of many things besides the structure of the linguistic message narrowly conceived.
One way forward is t o concentrate on cases where easily-derived acoustic measurements
are fairly close t o linguistically-motivated dimensions (e.g. vowel formants, FO); to use
experimental designs that maximize variation in dimensions that help choose among alternative models, while minimizing sources of unmodeled variation; and t o use computer
technology to make the collection and interpretation of large data sets as efficient as possible. I've been exploring this area of research since the mid 70's, largely through models of
prosody (pitch and timing). Since coming to Penn in 1990, I've tried to design Linguistics
classes so that students will be able to work on real questions of this type by the end of the
second semester. This spring, we're concentrating on problems that arise in the phonology
and phonetics of Igbo, especially vowel harmony and tone.

Speech and Natural Language Technology
Keywords: Speech Recognition, Speech Synthesis, Text Understanding
While working a t AT&T Bell Laboratories (1975-1990), I spent much of my time developing and implementing speech and NLP technology, mainly in the area of speech synthesis,
but also t o some extent in speech recognition and text analysis. Like most of my colleagues
in these fields, I learned that the most efficient way to build the best-performing systems
was t o rely on models derived from large bodies of speech and text.
One problem that became apparent was the difficulty of acquiring adequate corpora for
research and development. Such acquisition (including necessary "clean up" and annotation
efforts) is unglamorous, time consuming and expensive. Nevertheless, the performance of
inductive algorithm is directly dependent on the amount of data they are based on. In the
mid-80's there was a great deal of duplication of effort; no one had as much data as they
wanted; smaller groups, especially in universities, often had a hard time getting started at

all; comparison of competing algorithms was difficult because they were usually trained and
tested on different bodies of mutually-unavailable material. The experience of the DARPAsponsored speech recognition effort provided a positive example of how valuable shared data
could be in fostering a research community as well as producing concrete results.
For all these reasons, I began working several years ago on efforts t o produce and distribute large-scale resources for research in speech and natural language technology. I helped
to found and run the ACL Data Collection Initiative, which is now centered here at Penn,
funded by grants from GE and NSF; I serve on the boards of the Center for Lexical Research, which Yorick Wilks directs a t New Mexico State, and the Penn Treebank, directed
by Mitch Marcus; we are providing four gigabytes of English text for a DARPA-organized
project on document retrieval, routing, and understanding; and Penn has been designated
as the host institution for the DARPA-initiated Linguistic Data Consortium. Although a
great deal of work remains t o be done, we have come a long way in providing the infrastructure for research and development in this area of work. Penn is playing a leading role
both in developing the resources for such research, and in exploring the research problems
themselves.

Models of Linguistic Inference
Keywords: Language Learning, Linguistic Theory
For entirely practical reasons, the last decade has seen an upsurge of engineering interest
in models of speech and language that learn crucial parameters by statistical induction from
large bodies of speech or text. Such models are favored simply because they are cheaper t o
produce and maintain, and work better.
Having participated in this "sea change" through engineering work in speech synthesis,
speech recognition, and text analysis, I've been interested in exploring the lessons it offers
for linguistic theory. The most obvious one concerns the famous question of "negative
evidence," which obviously has a very different status in abstract models of language that
induce (or even bound) a probability measure over the infinite set of sentences that they
admit. Under appropriate assumptions, access to positive evidence in such cases can provide
the same information as access t o negative evidence.
A second important issue is the distinction between the number of parameters in a model
and the inherent complexity of inducing them from (possibly noisy) evidence. There can
obviously be cases where a very large number of parameters are computationally easy t o
estimate, given adequate data; and also cases where optimal estimation of a relatively small
number of parameters is computationally intractable.
In general, it seems to me that linguistic argumentation about language learning over
the past few decades has been based on an unwisely narrowed conception of the inductive
process and its outcome. Broadening the horizons a bit is likely t o lead t o quite different
conclusions, or a t least different boundary conditions on theorizing.
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Deducing Linguistic Structure from Large Corpora
Keywords: Parsing, Stochastic Natural Language Processing, Automatic Language Acquisition,
Annotated Databases

Automatic Acquisition of Linguistic Structure
Within the past several years, a widening circle of researchers have begun t o investigate
a new set of techniques for the use of trainable systems in natural language processing.
The early successes of these new techniques, coupled with other advances, have allowed the
emergence of a new generation of systems that both extract information from and summarize
pre-existing text from real-world domains.
A group of us at Penn have initiated a research program to see how far the paradigm
of trainable systems can take us towards the fully automatic syntactic analysis of unconstrained text and towards the automatic acquisition of grammatical structure from both
annotated and unannotated text corpora. This research investigates both statistical and
symbolic learning methods using both supervised and unsupervised approaches. We are
operating under the assumption that this work should proceed by attempting to combine
two different traditions often viewed as mutually exclusive: the research program of generative grammar, as set forth originally by Noam Chomsky, and the research paradigm of
distributional analysis, as developed by the American structural linguists resulting in the
mathematical and computational work of Zellig Harris. For an overview of this point of
view, see [8].
Our research into distributional analysis has already yielded results which are both
surprising and encouraging. We have investigated how accurately the phrase structure
of sentences taken from unconstrained free text can be determined without an explicitly
encoded grammar a t all, using only automatically compiled distributional statistics of a
corpus of text tagged for part of speech (POS). Two years ago, we reported results [7] on
a new sentence analyzer which subdivides text tagged for POS into smaller and smaller
(unlabelled) grammatical constituents. On a reserved test set, this parser misplaced about
2 to 3 brackets per sentence for sentences of length less than 15 words, and about 5 t o 6
brackets on sentences from 30 to 60 words in length.
This year, we have developed a new distributional technique [3] for discovering a grammar from a corpus of material tagged only with POS data. This technique provides complete
binary-branched parses for POS tag sequences; for short sentences (6-15 words) the resulting
parses are consistent with the input tag sequence 71% of the time for simple sentences excluding sentences with coordinate structures or quotations. An additional 11% of sentences
are incorrect by one bracket. Work is under way t o extend this technique to handle a wider
range of the more difficult grammatical phenomena.
To allow this technique t o be applied to completely unannotated text, Brill is concurrently experimenting with techniques to automatically derive a tag set for a corpus of text,
again using only distributional facts [2]; results to date are very encouraging. Brill has also
developed a part of speech tagger [4] which uses only a single best-guess for part of speech

for each word in its lexicon, coupled with a set of non-probabilistic correction rules which
the tagger learns itself. To date, this algorithm has a 95% correct tagging rate on a set of 80
tags with a very limited dictionary, tested on a reserved test corpus, after acquiring about
80 rules a t the end of about 24 hours of computation on a Sun 4/490. This result hints
that perhaps the success of recent work in the automatic acquisition of linguistic structure
is due in large measure t o the methodology of trainable systems, and less so to the use of
explicitly stochastic techniques.

Stochastic Parsing
In an experiment last year, we investigated how distributional facts can be used to choose
between the multiple grammatically acceptable analyses of a single sentence. The resulting parser, Pearl, [6] differs from previous attempts at stochastic parsers in that it uses a
richer form of conditional probabilities based on context to predict likelihood. Tested on
a naturally-occurring corpus of sentences requesting directions to vary locations within a
city (the MIT Voyager corpus), the parser correctly determined the correct parse (i.e. gave
the best parse first) on 37 of 40 sentences. We are now beginning a collaboration with the
Continuous Speech Recognition Group at IBM's Thomas Watson Laboratory to develop a
new generation of stochastic parsers, based on decision tree technology utilizing a rich set of
linguistic predicates, and trained on output from both the Penn Treebank (see below) and
the Lancaster Treebank. (A first version of such a parser [l] developed at IBM last summer,
with Magerman's participation, can be viewed as an extension of Pearl.)

The Penn Treebank Project
For the last several years, a group of us have been working on the construction of the Penn
Treebank, a data base of written and transcribed spoken American English annotated with
detailed grammatical structure. This data base, although now only in preliminary form,
has been distributed to a wide variety of groups in the US and elsewhere, providing training
material for a wide variety of approaches t o automatic language acquisition, a reference
standard for the rigorous evaluation of some components of natural language understanding
systems, and a research tool for the investigation of the grammar and prosodic structure of
naturally spoken English.
The preliminary corpus now consists of over 4 million words of running text annotated
with POS tags, with a subset of 1.4 million words now assigned skeletal grammatical structure. Annotation is first done using software provided by AT&T Bell Labs, and then handcorrected. The annotation team currently consists of Rob Foye, Lisa Frank, Leslie Dossey,
Robert MacIntyre, Victoria Tredinnick, and Alissa Hinckley and is supervised by Mary
Ann Marcinkiewicz. Among other materials, the corpus now includes 1 million words of
Dow-Jones News Service articles (from the ACL-DCI) annotated for both POS and skeletal
grammatical structure, and an additional 1.5 million words annotated only for POS, as well
as a retagged version of the Brown corpus, with half in skeletal syntactic analysis as of 3/92.
Included on the first ACGDCI CD-ROM sampler are 3.5 million words of Penn Treebank
material annotated for POS, and a very small sample of skeletally parsed material. In addition t o the CD-ROM, over 30 copies of parts of the preliminary corpus have been distributed
directly by us to date to groups in the U.S., Europe and Asia. We hope to annotate another
2.5-3 million words before the conclusion of the first phase of the Treebank project at the
end of this calendar year.
We look forward t o distributing our preliminary corpus as widely as possible, and will

freely distribute most of it for use on an "as-is" basis. To obtain a copy of the corpus, send
email to maryann@unagi.cis.upenn.edu.
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Intonation and Discourse Interpretation
Keywords: Intonation, Prosody, Phonology, Pragmatics
My research areas include intonation, phonetics and phonology, sociolinguistics, and
pragmatics. Current work focuses on the role of intonation in discourse interpretation; in
addition, I have been investigating the status of the prosodic hierarchy in grammar, in
collaborative work with Mark Liberman (Penn) and Anthony Woodbury (Texas).
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Symmetric Predicates
Keywords: Symmetry; Similarity; Argument Structure

Symmetry. Consider a relation r between two entities such that if A r B, then B r A.
Such a relation is symmetric. Tversky (1977; Tverksy & Gati, 1978) have claimed that the
concepts SIMILAR and DIFFERENT are not symmetric, contrary t o intuition. One basis
for this claim is the finding that subjects, when presented with sentences such as:

(1) North Korea is similar to China.

(2) China is similar to North Korea.
judge (1) to be more true than (2); further, (1) seems t o most people t o be more felicitous
than (2). We argue that the basis for the intuition that similar, along with many other
predicates, is symmetrical, can be reconstructed, and that the difference in interpretation
between (1) and (2) is a function of linguistic rather than conceptual structure.
Apparent asymmetry of intuitively symmetric relations. Following Tversky7s
equal
reasoning, if similar is not symmetric, then neither are a lot of other predicates, like Consider the following pairs of sentences:
or

m.

(3)

a The humblest citizen is equal to the president.
b The president is equal to the humblest citizen.

(4)

a My sister met Meryl Streep.
b Meryl Streep met my sister

Subjects exhibit consistent preferences for one of the sentences in each of these pairs (almost
invariably the a alternative) and give clear and consistent reasons for their preferences, just
as Tversky found. Yet if any predicates in the English language encode symmetric relaequal and meet are among them. It is axiomatic that if A is equal to B then B
tions, surely is equal t o A, and if my sister met Meryl Streep, Meryl could hardly avoid meeting my sister.
Intuitions about symmetry. We conducted a series of studies t o map out the relationship between meaning and structure for symmetric predicates. A group of subjects was
asked t o rate 40 predicates, without sentential context, for symmetry. The predicates were
chosen by the experimenters in the hopes of covering a broad range of degrees of symmetry, from very symmetric through borderline to not at all symmetric. Subjects' ratings did
indeed cover the entire scale, and subjects agreed reliably on their ratings. On the basis of
these ratings, the predicates were divided into 2 halves, and symmetric vs. asymmetric was
used as a variable in the other experiments.

C o n s i s t e n t differences b e t w e e n s y m m e t r i c and a s y m m e t r i c predicates. The
syntactic behavior of symmetric and asymmetric predicates was found to be different. According to subjects, asymmetric predicates may occur freely in intransitive constructions,
but symmetric predicates may only do so when the subject position contains a plural or
conjoined NP.
(5)

a The swimmer and the lifeguard drowned.
b The lifeguard drowned.

(6)

a My sister and Meryl Streep met.
b *My sister met.

The construction in (6a) is not truly "intransitive". At some level, the structure underlying
(5a) is that in (7) (see Gleitman, 1965).

(7) The swimmer drowned and the lifeguard drowned.
Underlying (6a), however, is (8a), not (8b).

(8) a My sister met Meryl Streep and Meryl Streep met my sister.
b My sister met and Meryl Streep met.
The reciprocality underlying (6a) as opposed to (5a) is demonstrated by an experiment in
which subjects compare sentences of the following types.
(9)

a The swimmer and the lifeguard drowned each other.
b The swimmer and the lifeguard drowned.

(10)

a My sister and Meryl Streep met each other.
b My sister and Meryl Streep met.

Sentence pairs such as (9)-those with asymmetric predicates-are judged to be different
in meaning, while, sentence pairs like (10)-those with symmetric predicates-are judged t o
mean the same thing.
S e n t e n c e s t r u c t u r e changes i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . Symmetric and asymmetric predicates,
then, clearly fall into different classes on the basis of their syntactic behavior. Yet in a
construction such as in (3) and (4), which we call the directional construction, reversing
the order of the nouns in the sentence with a symmetric predicate yields a difference in
interpretation, a fact which is also true of asymmetric predicates. The change is not as great
for symmetric predicates, however. We conclude that the asymmetry of interpretation of
sentences observed by Tversky is certainly real, but it can be accounted for by the syntactic
structure of sentences such as those in (3) and (4), which unlike (6a), require that the nouns
in the sentence, one serving as subject and the other as object, be construed as playing
different roles with respect to the predicate. We believe that the symmetry of the concept
SIMILAR (and other intuitively symmetric concepts) remains stable, but the interpretation
of the predicate which encodes a concept can be influenced by the structure of the sentence
in which it appears.
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Combinations of intensional logics
Keywords: Semantics, Context, Perception, Knowledge, Belief, Action, Instructions
In both natural human languages and formal computer languages, the notion of context
plays an important role in determining the interpretation of expressions. There is a variety of
different types of context that may be "consulted" in this regard including environments (in
programming language theory), discourse context, temporal context, and various epistemic
contexts for the agents involved. Intensional logic (a broad category of logic including
modal logic, provability logic, tense logic, temporal logic, and dynamic logic) provides a
mathematical framework in which to characterize these contexts. Since there are many
types of context which can influence the interpretation of an expression, it is desirable t o
have ways of combining different notions of context into a single intensional logic. Johan
van Bentham [9] provides a good survey of intensional logic and its combinations.
Previous research in knowledge representation and reasoning has studied a sniall number of different combinations of specific intensional logics, primarily the combination of an
epistemic logic with a temporal logic into logics of knowledge and action. Robert C. Moore
[GI pioneered theories of knowledge and action. Recent alternatives include work by Morgenstern [7] and Lesperance [5]. Rosenschein's situated automata [8] provide one way t o
directly implement a system specified by such logics. Davis [2] has contributed theories
relating perception and knowledge.
My research aims a t a general theory of combining different intensional logics which
will be applied to develop a logic of perception, knowledge, belief, and action. It was originally motivated by problems of reference in natural language instructions which require
accommodation. In the prototypical scenario of instructed action an instructor presents
instructions to an agent, the agent interprets the instructions, and the agent acts based on
their interpretation of the instructions. Each of these three activities (presentation, interpretation, and action) can be decomposed into sub-activities. Various sub-activities may
be interleaved in different ways. I am currently exploring scenarios where the instructions
can not be interpreted until after some action has been performed - in particular, scenarios
where the objects the agent is instructed to manipulate are not known to the agent when
the instructions are presented. The agent must then find those objects before completing
the interpretation and carrying out the instructed action. This has led me to study the
interaction between perception and action on the one hand and the knowledge and beliefs
of the instructor and the agent on the other.
I am providing some of the logical foundations for knowledge representation and inference
in the AnimNL project [I]. Intensional logic supports many different inferences throughout
the process of translating from natural language expressions t o human figure animations.
Reasoning about future perceptual contexts supports inference about situations where the
agent can expect to find referents for referring expressions and, consequently, about what
actions the agent is able to accomplish. As the actions are being executed, the logical
theory of the interaction between perceptions and propositional attitudes guides the design

of procedures for maintaining consistency of the world model and knowledge base of the
agent. The intensional context also supports interpretation of indexical expressions.
An early product of this research has been the development of a theorem prover for
combined intensional logics. I have found it easier to characterize these logics by providing
an axiomatic description of the accessibility relation(s) than to provide Hilbert-style axioms
for the logics directly. Other approaches to theorem proving in modal and intensional logics
are discussed by Frisch and Scherl[4]. The interactive theorem prover has been implemented
in PROLOGbased on a Gentzen sequent calculus. The meta-interpreter for the theorem
prover is implemented following the tactical style described by Felty and Miller [3]. Two
sets of similar sequent rules are provided, one for proofs in the intensional logic, and one for
proofs about the accessibility relation(s). The connection between these two sets of rules is
through the 0-left rule which has the following form:

Previous formalisms of knowledge and action have been based on the assumption that
the knowledge effects can be finitely characterized for each action. By incorporating a
theory of perception into a combined intensional logic, I can represent indirect knowledge
effects which have not previously been addressed. The effects of moving from one room
to another include a change in the perceptual context of the agent. Since there are an
infinite variety of different perceptions which may confront the agent in the next room and
lead t o an infinity of different knowledge states, it is unreasonable to expect t o finitely
represent the knowledge gained by the "move" action without using some rule-like finite
encoding of infinite information. The approach I take is to represent these knowledge effects
indirectly since movement changes location, location constrains the perceptual context, and
perceptions ground knowledge. Changes in the perceptual context are encoded as constraints
on the accessibility relations for the actions which cause the change.
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Japanese phrase structure and tree-adjoining grammar
Keywords: Japanese Phrase Structure, Tree-Adjoining Grammar, Agglutinative Morphology
The configurational parameters of Japanese phrase structure remain the focus of much
debate for both transformational and non-transformational grammarians. Far from settled
are issues such as whether there exists a VP node in Japanese, the properties of casemarking, and the precise structures for numerous complex predicates. My work provides
one non-transformational analysis of Japanese phrase structure that focuses squarely on the
productive and ubiquitous agglutinative processes of Japanese morphology. This approach
has required the integration of theoretical findings arising from the modern Western syntax tradition with observations recorded in the native system of Japanese grammar, and
has crucially made use of the mildly context-sensitive expressive power of tree-adjoining
grammar (TAG).
The backbone of the Japanese tree-adjoining grammar (JTAG) that I have developed is
the system of open-ended affixation for deriving complex predicates. Reanalysis of morphosyntactic inflectional dependencies described in the native grammar lead to the discovery
of an "unbounded" dependency between the predicate root and its inflectional subcategorization (i.e. the conclusive, or syusi form). The "unbounded" nature of this dependency
motivates the choice of tree-adjoining grammar for the formal description of the Japanese
inflectional system, which is viewed as the foundation upon which any adequate analysis of
Japanese phrase structure must be built. Formalization of this "unbounded" dependency
in lexicalized, unification-based TAG yields a grammatical system with several distinctive
properties. In JTAG, we dispense with explicit infinitival clauses and do not require the VP
node to represent important hierarchical relations. Also, case-marking within clauses is inherent. Most importantly, agglutination is realized as tree-adjunction of affixes into partially
derived sentential trees, enabling open-ended affixation during syntactic derivation.
Presently, I am expanding the syntactic coverage of the grammar and studying its consequences for semantic interpretation (e.g. compositional semantics for complex predicates,
interpretation of "empty" categories). The goal of further work is to understand the interaction between formal phrase structural constraints (as expressed in JTAG) and various
properties and features of the resultant grammatical system that may be said to derive from
the settings of configurational parameters in an agglutinative language such as Japanese.
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A Computational Model of Syntactic Processing:
Disambiguation from Interpretation
Keywords: Syntactic Processing, Garden Path Sentences
Natural language contains ambiguities on many levels, of which my dissertation addresses
two: part of speech selection and syntactic structure assignment. A central question is how
are people able to cope so effortlessly with the considerable computational task of language
understanding? One intriguing hint about this process of syntactic disambiguation is the
existence of grammatical sentences such as Bever's example:
The horse raced past the barn fell.
in which ambiguity early in the sentence 'tricks' the readerlhearer into committing t o the
ultimately incorrect analysis. The overall research strategy then is t o collect evidence of
situations where the process succeeds and fails, and t o construct theories in computational
terms. While most extant theories of sentence processing have recognized the role of meaning, most consider purely structural aspects as well. My thesis is that it is solely meaning
which determines which grammatical alternative is chosen. It follows that the processor is
a very simple device, consisting of a blind all-paths syntactic-rule-applier and a meaningbased controller which performs the disambiguation. Here I consider three aspects of my
project: a reexamination of a structural disambiguation strategy, formulation of a parser,
and my proposed ambiguity resolution scheme.
One of the most successfully exploited structural disambiguation strategies is Right Association [4]. It states that modifiers prefer t o attach as low as possible in the phrase
structure. While other structural disambiguation strategies have recently been argued t o
be artifactual,' arising only in a limited set of circumstances, I am aware of no such claims
about Right Association. Through an investigation of the Penn Treebank corpus of syntactically annotated newswire text, I demonstrate that this principle is often violated, especially
when the modifier in question is "syntactically heavy". It follows that the data adduced
in support of this principle can be explained by the same competence mechanism which is
responsible for other heaviness related phenomena such as dative shift and heavy-NP shift.
The need for the structural disambiguation criterion is eliminated.
Examination of sentences such as the example above indicates that the meaning of a word
is integrated into the meanings of the various syntactically defined possibilities immediately
after the word is encountered. This condition of timely semantic analysis, along with the
desideratum of simplicity in the parser, places certain requirements upon the form of the
competence grammar. I adopt and extend Steedman's work on Combinatory Categorial
Grammar (CCG, [6]) as a formalism which satisfies these constraints. In particular I propose
a parser for CCG which is able t o effectively cope with the additional nondeterminism
which CCG entails. I investigate certain choices in the formulation of the parsing operation
called 'revealing' [5] and the consequences of those choices for the whole system. This
'Minimal Attachment [3], [I]; Late Closure Altmann, (forthcoming.)
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work is applicable to bottom-up parsers of any grammatical formalism which share CCG's
associativity of derivation.
For the central project of the dissertation - a demonstration of how meaning could be
used to resolve all syntactic ambiguity - I construct a model of an interpreter which considers
certain aspects of meaning: filler-gap relations, reference resolution, thematic relations, and
a form of heaviness. The role of reasoning is minimized. Using this model, I explore many
specific questions, among them:
How long is ambiguity maintained before it is resolved?
How many competing analyses can be maintained at a time?
What role does similarity play in disambiguation?

I test the resulting model on human performance data available from psycholinguistic research and from other naturally occurring and artificially constructed examples.
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The Role of Causality in Explanation
Keywords: Causal Reasoning, Conditionals, Explanation
We regularly draw on causal terms when trying t o explain the behavior of systems or the
effects of an action, or when we wish t o support a prediction. For example, we might say
that "by removing the chain we enable the removal of the wheel," or "the lights went out
because of a short circuit caused by loose wiring." Despite the conspicuous presence of terms
such as "causes", "enables", "prevents" "impede", etc, there have been very few attempts
in A1 a t formalizing our commonsense notions of causality. However it seems reasonable t o
suggest that, if we routinely call upon these terms in the course of explaining behavior, our
representations should, a t the very least, be able t o draw the sorts of distinctions we intend
when using causal terms.
In AI, Shoham has made the only attempt I know of at a definition of a few of these terms
[4]. In [2], however, I show that there are some problems with his attempts; in particular
with his observation of the duality of enablement and prevention and with the status of
negative events that can stand in causal relation.
The work described here is one part of my thesis research in causal reasoning. Two areas
I am interested in involve the role that might be played by causal theories in language as
used for explanation: (1) the ontological status of negative events in causal explanations
(e.g., "Not opening the valve will prevent the tank from emptying" in which reference is
made t o two "events": a present non-event which influences a fictitious or hypothetical
future event), and (2) the evaluation of counterfactuals.
With regards t o (I), consider a tank filled with water which has a valve that allows
water t o escape. On Shoham's account, iopening(Valve) prevents the tank from emptying
because opening enables the emptying. However, it appears that a more sensible explanation
of the prevention is in terms of the structure of the mechanism or in terms of a previous
action that closed the valve; that is, a re-description of the negative act in positive terms.
(This presents a difficulty for Shoham's formulation since it requires backward projection
and it is well-known [3] that Shoham's approach produces counter-intuitive results.)
Unfortunately, there are still technical problems that arise when we admit negative
events. Suppose we ask for a prediction, "What happens if we don't open the valve?" In the
situation calculus this corresponds t o proving the formula holds(f, result(~opening(Valve),S)).
If we consider only a simple, idealized situation in which concurrent events are disallowed,
then f will stand for a huge disjunction of all the states that could result from all of the
actions in our repertoire (with the exception of opening); this is equivalent to no knowledge
about the effect. In a sense this problem is related t o the problem of equating causality with
material inlplication: that is, we can certainly prove that holds(f ull(tank), result(sneeze, s)),
but we don't want to say that sneezing caused the tank t o stay full. Another problem is
that there is no way t o block the conclusion that there are possible states resulting from
not opening the valve in which the tank is empty. For example, drilling a hole into the
tank is true just in case we don't open the valve. One might argue that a way around this
difficulty is t o claim l o p e n really corresponds t o "do nothing", in which case we get the

right result. But this doesn't seem quite right: if not smoking prevents you from getting
cancer, it certainly is not the case that the "not smoking" is to be equated with a huge wait
event that spans, say, ten years' time. Here, "not smoking" carries with it the implication
that whatever you did did not conflict with the goals of "not smoking"; i.e, you don't give
up smoking in order to become an alcoholic. Linguistically, this seems t o be related to: "if
you don't win the match then ..." which carries with it the presupposition that you will play
the match and loose and not that you will go to the movies instead.
In [5], Vermazen talks about negative acts such as resistings, simple refrainings, displacement refrainings, and disobedient refrainings. He suggests that negative acts can sometimes
be re-described in terms of some positive act and offers a characterization of what constitutes a negative act; this characterization is in terms of an agent's prior pro-attitude to not
performing the indicated act. Unfortunately, he has little to say about the role of negative
events in causal relations nor their explanatory role.
Causal theories can also play a role in the evaluation of hypothetical and counterfactual
statements. In philosophy, the study of counterfactuals has centered on a possible worlds
analysis without demonstrating how one could arrive at a similarity measure on possible
worlds necessary for such an analysis [I]. Adopting a causal approach might provide a
more computationally oriented road to the evaluation of conditionals. It would also raise
a number of interesting issues: the causal theory applied a t the time point referenced by
the counterfactual must abstract away unnecessary details. Similarly, the reconstruction of
the situation representing the time point in the past will have t o be some sort of "vivid
context" of that "type" of situation; otherwise there is a danger of infinite regress: "If I
hadn't played the match then I would have acted differently prior to that decision but then
something would have made me act differently but then I would have ..." Similar issues in
localized reasoning also arise in the evaluation of hypotheticals such as "What would happen
if you were allowed t o turn left on r e d : only the relevant aspects of the situation must be
considered as well as the proper causal theory so that reasonable predictions can be made.
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A Unification-Based Semantic Interpretation for Coordinate Con-

structs
Keywords: Unification, Semantic Interpretation, Coordination
Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) has been offered a s a theory of coordination in
natural language [8], and it has usually been implemented in languages based on first order
unification. Moore [4] however has pointed out that coordination presents problems for
first-order unification-based semantic interpretation. I have shown in [GI that it is possible
to resolve this problem by compiling into the lexicon the lambda reduction steps that are
directly associated with coordination. The idea is to revise the semantics of coordination
from the standard Montagovian approach [I] as in (1) to the one in (2), where these are for
noun phrase coordination.

In the work cited I have described how to apply this suggestion to CCG for the constructs
shown below; we believe that it could equally well be applied to any lexicon based grammar
formalism. Together with the notion of partial execution [7], this approach completely
eliminates all the lambda expressions.

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Harry walks and every farmer walks.
A farmer walks and talks.
A farmer and every senator talk.
Harry finds and a woman cooks some mushroom.
Mary gives every dog a bone and some policeman a flower.

Since Jowsey's results [2] and [3] suggest that, in other respects, natural language semantics
can be characterized in a first-order logic, the approach we have chosen make it possible t o
give uniform treatment within a first-order unification paradigm.
As an alternative on the other hand, we could choose to enforce a uniform treatment
within second-order unification, using, for example, ideas in [5]. This approach is predicted
to yield a more elegant solution not only for the coordinate constructs, but also for other
issues. We are currently investigating ways to expand ideas in [9] for this purpose.
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Intonation in Spoken Language Generation
Keywords: Intonation, Natural Language Generation, CCGs
Many researchers have considered intonational structure t o be distinct from surface
syntactic structure, thereby complicating the processes of speech recognition and synthesis
by requiring interaction between autonomous levels of structure. A theory that relates
intonational structure with traditional syntactic structure has the advantage of simplifying
the paths from speech recognition t o interpretation and from semantic interpretation t o
speech generation. Steedman postulates that Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG)
admits such a close coupling of the intonational and syntactic structures of English. Distinct
intonational contours within an utterance contrast the theme (what the utterance is about)
with the rheme (what the speaker is saying about the theme). Moreover, intonational cues
distinguish the foci of the theme and rheme from that which is presupposed.
The goal of this project is t o produce a discourse-driven utterance generator, employing
Steedman's CCG/Intonation theory as well as speech synthesis techniques. The resulting
system will consist of a natural language query system in a limited domain (such as inventory
management) which derives appropriate query responses with proper intonational contours.
As this project does not address the issues of speech recognition, input t o the system is
given textually with intonational melodies represented symbolically using Pierrehumbert's
notation for pitch accents and boundary tones.
For a given input query, a CCG parser determines the prosodic constituents and semantic
content of the question, identifying the open proposition, the theme, the rheme, the theme
focus and the rheme focus. The open proposition has the form of an expression in the
lambda calculus, whose variables are then instantiated by a simple Prolog database query.
By instantiating the variable in the open proposition, a Prolog utterance generator produces a natural language response to the question, employing the notions of theme and rheme
to generate the appropriate intonational melody. Specifically, the theme of the question becomes the rheme of the response. Current work is aimed a t appropriately distributing the
theme and rheme melodies across the corresponding constituents in the generated response,
with attention t o the proper placement of the theme and rheme foci.
Currently the generator's output is represented as lists of words and pitch markings in
Prolog. In future stages of the research I anticipate developing an interface between the
response generator and speech synthesis systems, thereby producing spoken responses with
appropriate intonational contours.
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I am interested in that part of linguistic competence that underlies the use of particular
linguistic forms in particular contexts, where the choice is not entailed by sentence-grammar
or truth-conditional meaning. In particular, I am interested in the choice of referential
expressions and syntactic constructions. I am also interested in the effects of language
contact on this domain. The bulk of my research has focused on English and Yiddish.
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Formal Aspects of Word Order Variation in Natural Language
Keywords: Natural Language Syntax, Formal Languages, Processing
I a m studying the formal properties of word order variation in "free word order" languages. Most of my data comes from German. In German, there are two different mechanisms for changing the order of the arguments of a verb: topicalization and scrambling,
illustrated below:
(1) [Das BuchIi hat der Lehrer [PRO meiner Mutter ti zu geben] versprochen.
(2) Ich glaube, daB [das BuchIi der Lehrer [PRO meiner Mutter ti zu geben]
versprochen hat.

(E) (I think that) the teacher has promised to give the book to my mother.
In the topicalization case (I), the moved accusative NP das Buch - 'the book' - has
moved into sentence-initial position, presumably into the SPEC position of CP. In the case
of scrambling (2), it has not moved beyond the complementizer daj3 - 'that'. The two
movements are different: in the case of topicalization, there is exactly one possible landing
site, and exactly one constituent can move into it; in the case of scrambling, the scrambled
NP can move t o any position, and more than one NP may move simultaneously, so that
all orders of the verbal arguments (and adjuncts) are possible. In joint work with Tilman
Becker (Universitat des Saarlandes, Germany) and Aravind Joshi [I], I have investigated the
formal implication of this freedom. It is known that topicalization can be handled by Tree
Adjoining Grammars [6]. However, it turns out that Linear Contex-Free Rewriting Systems
[8] are not powerful enough to generate all relevant word orders [2]. Instead, one has t o
resort to more powerful TAG variants such as non-local MC-TAGS or FO-TAGS. With
Giorgio Satta, I am currently exploring properties of formalisms that exhibit the requisite
non-locality.
Interestingly, the asymmetry in the required power of the underlying formal systems
correlates with an asymmetry in the linguistic facts. While much of the early discussion of
scrambling in the GB literature attempted to show that scrambling and topicalization are in
fact the same sort of syntactic process (namely, A'-movement), more recent evidence from
binding facts has shown an asymmetry. In joint work with Bob Frank and Young-Suk Lee,
I have been exploring the effect of scrambling in weak and strong cross-over configurations
[3]; it appears that while scrambling generally patterns with A-movement, the subject has
a special status with respect to binding facts. An asymmetry between topicalization and
scrambling can also be found in coordination structures. These can be explained by referring
to the different formalisms used to represent the two movement types.
Two further areas are relevant t o the issue of topicalization and scrambling. First, pragmatic factors are crucial since both scrambling and topicalization are subject to discourse
constraints. I am currently studying the matter within Centering theory [4]. Secondly,
in embedded contexts, processing heavily affects the grammaticality judgments for certain
scrambled word orders, so that a processing account is needed that can correctly predict

which word orders lead t o degraded performance. I have been exploring this question in
contexts in which scrambling interacts with extraposition (the so-called "Third Position").

Text Planning and Knowledge
Keywords: Text Generation, Text Planning
In a separate vein of interest, I have been looking into the types of knowledge needed
for planning multi-paragraph texts during the text generation process. Recent approaches
t o text planning have stressed the importance of rhetoric (the first such approach being
McKeown's T E X T [7]). However, it appears that the task of relating rhetorical goals t o
domain knowledge is difficult and needs a type of knowledge all of its own, domain communication knowledge [5]. In typical domain representations of existing knowledge-based
systems, this knowledge may not be explicitly represented, since communication is not always a design objective. On the other hand, humans typically have problems distinguishing
domain knowledge from domain communication knowledge, since domain knowledge is usually acquired through communication. The relationship between domain communication
knowledge, domain knowledge and communication knowledge (such as rhetoric) remains to
be investigated further, from both the theoretical and practical points of view.
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Combining Knowledge-based Resources with Statistical Discovery

Keywords: Statistical Methods in Natural Language, Lexical Acquisition

It has become common in statistical approaches t o natural language t o use measures
of lexical association, such as the information-theoretic measure of mutual information, t o
extract useful relationships between words (e.g. [I, 2, 31). Applications of lexical statistics include the discovery of typical collocations, the disambiguation of word senses, the
determination of parsing preferences, and many others.

I have been developing a generalization of lexical association techniques that is intended
t o facilitate statistical discovery of facts involving word classes rather than individual words.
Many of the applications of lexical statistics mentioned above would be improved by access t o
class-based information - for example, David Yarowsky and colleagues at Bell Laboratories
have recently demonstrated the advantages of using class-based information for word-sense
disambiguation. In addition, some areas of linguistic investigation would seem t o require a
move toward class-based rather than lexically-based statistics; one example is the acquisition
of the selectional restrictions (and preferred arguments) of verbs.
Although the most straightforward approach t o defining class-based association measures
is to treat word classes simply as sets of words, direct use of such a definition is impractical
because there are simply too many classes t o consider. Rather than considering all possible
classes, in my investigations I have been structuring the set of possible word classes by using
a broad-coverage lexical/conceptual hierarchy [4]. Such a hybrid approach combines many
of the advantages of "knowledge-based" methods with those of "knowledge-free" statistical
methods: the statistical techniques are well suited to discovering linguistic regularities on the
basis of large quantities of data, and capturing the details of typical usage; knowledge-based
techniques provide aspects of linguistic organization that may not be easily recoverable
statistically, and can be organized according to principles and generalizations that seem
appropriate t o the researcher regardless of what evidence there is in any particular corpus.
Perhaps most important, neither the knowledge-base nor the corpus need be perfect, since
t,he knowledge-base helps narrow the range of statistical search and the weight of large
numbers helps compensate for errors or idiosyncrasies in a hand-built taxonomy.
Initial results are encouraging. Using the corpus resources of the Penn Treebank, I have
applied the hybrid technique t o the discovery of "prototypical" argument classes for verbs,
and the following small selection is representative of the results:

I Association Score

(

verb

I

object class

Work in progress includes the application of this technique to models of lexical acquisition,
and in particular the investigation of the different ways in which verbs can syntactically
realize their arguments.
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Integrating Text Planning and Linguistic Choice
by Annotating Linguistic Structures
Keywords: Natural Language Generation, Knowledge Representation
This work focuses on the relationship between text planning and linguistic choice in
natural language generation. In particular, I am concerned with handling cases where
linguistic and planning issues interact while still preserving the separation of the planning
and linguistic processes. This is accomplished by having the linguistic component of the
generator provide feedback t o the planner in the form of annotations that describe the effects
and consequences of particular linguistic decisions. These annotations abstract away from
the details of linguistic structure, providing the planner with just the information it needs
to evaluate the various linguistic options suggested by the linguistic con~ponent.This allows
the two components to coordinate their decisions without the planner having to understand
linguistic structures or the linguistic component having to understand plan structures or
goals. I have implemented these ideas in the I G E N generator, which can produce texts in
which linguistic decisions depend on the goals, preconditions, and structure of the text plan
even though the linguistic component has no access to the plan.
One consequence of this approach to natural language generation is that the generator
must explicitly consider issues of time pressure and resource limitations. The text planner
and linguistic component incrementally refine and modify the text, constantly seeking t o
improve its quality and eliminate problems. Since this process can continue for an arbitrary
amount of time, and indeed is not guaranteed t o ever terminate, the generator must explicitly
inodel both the quality of the current version of the text and the time pressure to produce
some text. I am investigating handling this requirement by means of a separate component
- which I call the "utterer" - that balances these factors. Some initial experiments that vary
the time pressure or the available linguistic resources have shown how the I G E N ' s output
varies as the utterer responds t o the changed constraints.
A secondary focus of my research is on how particular linguistic choices can be sensitive
to and affect the speaker's (and hearer's) perspective on the things being talked about. The
notion of perspective includes both the speaker's specific purposes in talking about something as well as the general body of beliefs and attitudes that the speaker has about the
topics of discussion. For example, the choice between describing a set of beliefs as "myth"
or as "religion" may depend both on whether the speaker intends to disparage or praise the
beliefs and on the speaker's general attitudes. I have modeled this notion of perspective
within a semantic network and inference rule framework by attaching to every network element and rule an associated perspective weight that indicates its prominence to reasoning.
The perspective weights allow the representation to model the varying perspectives that the
generator can take on the objects it talks about: varying the prominence of a concept modifies whether and how quickly the generator sees it, and varying the prominence of relations
inodifies which descriptions the generator considers appropriate t o describe particular objects. In addition t o the weights themselves, network elements and rules can have associated

perspective shifts that indicate how their use in reasoning can alter perspective weights for
them or related elements; this allows a generator t o consider how use of particular words or
phrases can alter the hearer's perspective when making its choices.
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A Computational Investigation of the Notion of Locality
Keywords: Rewriting Systems, Parsing
In current development of modern theories of grammar, the notion of locality plays
a fundamental role, one of the goals being to find a restrictive device powerful enough
to account for so-called long distance dependencies. Under a formal language theoretic
perspective, it is interesting to investigate the status of locality, its generative limitations and
its computational consequences, exploiting the formal setting of abstract rewriting systems
that are general enough to represent the structural dependencies found in natural language.
I am currently involved in this research.
The common interest within the computational linguistics field for rewriting systems
that enlarge the generative power of context-free grammars (CFG) has led to the definition
of a class of languages, called mildly context-sensitive (MCS), that remain far below the
full power of context-sensitive languages (see [I] for discussion). The rewriting systems
found in MCS enlarge, up t o some extent, the domain of locality of context-free grammars
by generalizing the concatenation operation in different ways. As a result, the generative
power of these systems is increased, but we still observe efficient parsing properties, in fact
polynomial (deterministic) time parsability. The rather surprising fact,-that many of these
systems have been shown to be weakly equivalent, has led researchers to generalize the
elementary operations involved in only apparently different formalisms, in order to capture
the underlying similarities.
Such an attempt is found in [6], where the class of linear context-free rewriting systems
(LCFRS) is defined; for each system in the class, rewriting observes some bound on the
domain of locality. Nonetheless, since concatenation is generalized in such a way that we
can define local "crossing dependencies" among phrases, the parsing problem is no longer
guaranteed t o have efficient solutions, as shown in [4]. This result reveals an undesired
dissimilarity between well-known formalisms such as TAG, HG, LIG and the subclass of
LCFRS that is intended to generalize these formalisms.
The definition of an even more powerful class of rewriting systems, called nonlocal multicomponent tree adjoining grammars, completely drops the locality restriction. Interestingly
enough, we observe a further enlargement of the generative power, but at the cost of a more
demanding computation: even if we fix the grammar in advance, there is evidence for the
non-existence of polynomial parsing algorithms, as discussed in [3].

BiDirectional Context-Free Grammar Parsing for Natural Language
Processing
Keywords: Context-free Grammar Recognition/Parsing, Covering Grammars
In recent years a number of natural language parsing algorithms have been proposed that
adopt bidirectional strategies, i.e., do not analyze the input string in a strictly left-to-right

fashion. In fact, devices that are capable of processing input sentences in a bidirectional
manner are very attractive: many arguments have been presented in the standard literature
in favor of this claim. The idea of lexicalization, to begin with, has played an important
role in favor of bidirectional parsing for obvious reasons. Furthermore, automatic speech
recognition/understanding, hand-written input parsing and, more generally, all cases in
which the input string may be corrupted, can gain some benefit from bidirectional strategies.
With the prospects outlined above, a systematization for bidirectional tabular parsing
of context-free languages has been proposed in 151. The work starts by reviewing wellknown left-to-right tabular methods as based on "easy t o process" grammars that cover the
general form input grammars, following the approach proposed in [2]. Various classes of
"bidirectional" covering grammars are then defined in order to study the general problem
from a theoretical perspective: in the general case we have found that, as compared with
unidirectional parsing, bidirectional parsing requires considerable additional computational
effort. This important fact has already been observed from an intuitive point of view in the
natural language parsing literature; the covering framework allows us to give a more precise
account of the problem.
Our result has also been the starting point for the study of a standard technique which
allows us t o improve, in an average case perspective, the parsing performance of bidirectional
tabular parsers. Such a technique has been exploited in the development of two parsing
algorithms. The first algorithm is a head-driven bidirectional parser which works under
the hypothesis that the input grammar comes with a specification of head elements found
within each production. We have also studied a general algorithm for island-driven parsing:
the algorithm permits analyses to start from any dynamically chosen positions within the
input sentence, and combines, without restrictions, bottom-to-top and top-down processing.
In both cases, the key problem of avoiding analysis redundancy has been solved in its full
generality by exploiting our technique. As already mentioned, the proposed algorithms have
been developed with the aim of yielding results to be used in natural language processing.
The head-driven algorithm can successfully be employed in parsing of "mixed" languages
where heads of different categories subcategorize for complements in different directions. The
island-driven algorithm can be primarily used for speech or hand-written input parsing, or
in those cases in which the usual left-to-right methods seem inadequate, as in text skimming.
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Recovering Event Descriptions from Animated Movies
Keywords: Event Perception, Naive Physics, Lexical Semantics
When people observe the world they can generally determine whether certain events
have happened. Furthermore, they can describe those events using language. For instance,
after seeing John throw a ball t o Mary, the observer can say that the event described by the
utterance John threw the ball t o Mary has happened, perhaps along with events described by
oilier utterances. I a m investigating mechanisms for explaining how such event perception
may work.
My approach is motivated by recent experimental studies of adult visual perception
and infant knowledge of object permanence (cf. Freyd et al. 1988, Baillargeon 1987 and
Spelke 1988). In formulating this approach I advance three claims about event perception
and the process of grounding language in visual perception. First, I claim that the notions
of support, contact, and attachment play a central role in defining the meanings of simple
spatial motion verbs in a way that delineates prototypical occurrences of events described
by those verbs from non-occurrences. For example, throwing involves moving one's hand
while grasping an object (attachment), resulting in the unsupported motion of that object.
Prior approaches t o lexical semantic representation (e.g. Miller 1972, Schank 1973, Jackendoff 1983, and Pinker 1989) focussed primarily on movement and lacked the ability t o
incorporate the crucial notions of support, contact, and attachment into the definitions of
simple spatial motion verbs. Second, I claim that support, contact, and attachment relations
between objects are recovered from images by a process of counterfactual simulation. For instance, an object A supports another object B if B does not fall when the short-term future
of the image is predicted, but does fall if A is removed. Such counterfactual simulations are
performed by a modular imagination capacity. Third, I claim that this imagination capacity,
while superficially similar in intent t o traditional kinematic simulation (cf. Cremer 1989 and
Kramer 1990), is actually based on a drastically different foundation. This foundation takes
the process of enforcing naive physical constraints such as substantiality, continuity, and
attachment relations between objects t o be primary. In doing so it sacrifices physical accuracy and coverage. This is in contrast t o the traditional approach which achieves physical
accuracy and coverage by numerical integration, relegating the maintenance of constraints
t o a process of secondary importance built around the numerical integration core.
The mechanisms which I have proposed as part of this work have been partially implemented in a computer program called ABIGAIL(Siskind 1992). ABIGAILwatches a
computer-generated animated stick-figure movie and constructs descriptions of the objects
and events that occur in that movie. The input t o ABIGAILconsists solely of the positions,
orientations, shapes, and sizes of the line segments and circles which constitute the image
at each frame during the movie. From this input, ABIGAILsegments the image into objecls, each object comprised of several line segments and circles, and delineates the events
in which those objects participate. ABIGAIL'Sevent perception processes rely on counterfactual simulation t o recover changing support, contact, and attachment relations between
objects in the movie. This is in contrast t o prior approaches to this task (e.g. Badler 1975)

which were based solely on determining the spatial relations between objects in the image
sequence, grounding verb meanings in static geometric predicates used t o compute those
spatial relations without counterfactual analysis.

Computational Models of Child Language Acquisition
Key words: Language Bootstrapping

As part of the process of acquiring their native language, children must learn at least
three things: the syntactic categories of words, their meanings, and the language-specific
components of syntax. Such knowledge constitutes, a t least in part, the language-specific
linguistic knowledge which children must acquire to become fluent speakers of their native
language. Initially, children lack any such language-specific knowledge. Yet they come to acquire that knowledge through the language acquisition process. My work attempts to answer
the following question: W h a t procedure might children employ t o simultaneously learn wordto-category mappings, word-to-meaning mappings, and the language-specific components of
syntax, without any access t o previously acquired language-specific knowledge?
Prior work in this area often assumes an ordering in the acquisition of the different
kinds of language-specific information. For instance, the semantic bootstrapping hypothesis
(Grirnshaw 1981 and Pinker 1984) claims that the child first learns word-to-meaning mapping without the aid of syntactic information. These word-to-meaning mappings can then be
used to derive word-to-category mappings and the syntax of the language being learned. On
the other hand, the syntactic bootstrapping hypothesis (Gleitman 1990, Fisher et al. unpublished) claims that children use syntactic information available from prosody to help
determine word meanings. In my work I explore a third possibility: that constraint satisfaction techniques can be used to simultaneously acquire all language-specific information
with no assumptions about which information is acquired first. Such techniques allow the
learner to acquire partial knowledge from ambiguous situations and combine this partial
knowledge across situations to infer a unique language model despite the ambiguity in the
individual isolated situations.
I have implemented a series of computer programs which test this constraint-satisfactionbased learning strategy on linguistic theories of successively greater sophistication. In accord
with current hypotheses about child language acquisition, these systems use only positive
examples to drive their acquisition of a language model. MAIMRA(Siskind 1992), the first
program developed, learns word-to-meaning and word-to-category mappings from a corpus
pairing utterances with sets of expressions representing the potential meanings of those utterances hypothesized by the learner from the non-linguistic context. MAIMRA'Ssyntactic
theory is embodied in a fixed context-free grammar. DAVRA(Siskind 1992), the second
program developed, extends MAIMRAby replacing the context-free grammar with a parameterized variant of ?I theory. Given the same corpus as MAIMRA,DAVRAlearns the
parameter settings for
theory in addition t o a lexicon mapping words to their syntactic category and meaning. DAVRAhas been successfully applied, without change, to tiny
corpora in both English and Japanese, learning the requisite lexica and parameter settings
despite differences in word order between the two languages. KENUNIA(Siskind 1992), the
third program developed, incorporates a more comprehensive model of universal grammar
supporting movement, adjunction, and empty categories, as well as more extensive parameterization of its ?I theory component. This model of universal grammar is based on recent
linguistic theory and includes such notions as the DP hypothesis, VP-internal subjects, and

V-to-I movement. KENUNIA
is able to learn the parameter settings of this model, as well as
word-to-category mappings, in the presence of movement and empty categories.
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Combinators and Grammars for Natural Language Understanding
Keywords: Computational Linguistics, Syntax and Semantics, Speech, Combinatory Logic,
Cognitive Science
My research interests cover a range of issues in the areas of computational linguistics,
artificial intelligence, computer science and cognitive science, including syntax and semantics
of natural languages and programming languages, parsing and comprehension of natural
language discourse by humans and by machine, natural language generation, and intonation
in spoken discourse. I also work on formal models of musical comprehension.
Most of my research since completing my graduate work has been on two problems in
computational linguistics. The first concerns a theory of natural language syntax and its
relation t o "incremental" syntactic and semantic processing of spoken and written language.
The research demonstrates a direct relation between certain problematic natural language
constructions and certain purely local, variable-free, combinatory operations on functions,
such as functional composition. The constructions in question involve unbounded dependencies between syntactic elements, such as those found in relative clauses and in coordinate
constructions. The combinatory operations are related to some of the simplest combinators
which have been used to provide a foundation for applicative systems such as the lambda
calculus and the related programming languages. The research addresses a number of questions of practical importance. The weaknesses of most current theories of grammar in the
face of the full range of coordination phenomena means that existing computational grammars have the characteristics of unstructured programs - that is, they are non-modular
and hard t o modify, placing practical limitations on the size and portability of the systems
that include them. The standard theories show a similarly bad fit to a number of other
phenomena of practical importance, notably phrasal prosody and intonation. Most of my
current work is in this latter area, in particular in the problem of synthesising contextually
appropriate intonation in limited conversational domains.
My second principal research interest concerns a computationally-based semantics for
tense and temporal reference, and exploits the advantages of computational models for
capturing phenomena which are presupposition-laden and involve interactions with nonsentence-internal knowledge. The work shows that the primitives involved in this domain
are not solely (or even primarily) temporal, but rather are concerned with "contingent"
relations between events, such as causation. This project also addresses a practical concern,
for any database that is to be interrogated or updated in natural language making use of
tense and related categories is certain to require structuring in the same way. A number of
domains are under investigation, including certain problems in the graphical animation of
action sequences.
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1.1

Japanese Discourse and the Process of Centering
Keywords: discourse, centering, zero pronouns, japanese

This research has two aims: (1) to generalize CENTERING theory, a computational account of discourse processing[12, 7, 6, 3, 4, 131, and apply it to discourse processing in
Japanese, and (2) to provide some insights on the effect of syntactic factors in Japanese on
discourse interpretation.
We argue that while discourse interpretation is an inferential process, syntactic cues
constrain this process[ll], and demonstrate this argument with respect to the interpretation
of ZEROS, unexpressed arguments of the verb, in Japanese. The syntactic cues in Japanese
discourse that we investigate are the morphological markers for grammatical TOPIC, the
post-position wa, as well as those for grammatical functions such as SUBJECT,ga, OBJECT,
o and OBJECT^, nz. In addition, we investigate the role of speaker's EMPATHY,which is the
perspective from which an event is described. This is morphologically indicated through the
use of verbal compounding, i.e. the auxiliary use of verbs such as kureta, kita. We have also
investigated the interaction of speaker's EMPATHY with explicit TOPIC marking, with having
previously been the CENTER and with other discourse factors such as INDEFINITENESS[~~].
Our results are based on a survey of more than 30 native speaker's interpretations of short
discourses, consisting of minimal pairs, varied by one of the above factors. We demonstrate
that these syntactic cues do indeed affect the interpretation of ZEROS, but that having
previously been the TOPIC and being realized as a ZERO also contribute to an entity being
interpreted as the TOPIC. We propose a new notion of TOPIC AMBIGUITY, and show that
CENTERING provides constraints on when a ZERO can be interpreted as the TOPIC[^^, 161.

1.2

Redundancy in Dialogue and Reasoning about Plans
Keywords: dialogue, mixed initiative, collaborative plans

I am investigating of the use of LOGICALLY

utterances (LRUs) in dialogue,
in order t o elucidate their role in establishing the beliefs necessary for mutual understanding and joint action[l4]. Discourse participants begin a dialogue with different beliefs and
agreement as to the current state of the world, what goals are t o be achieved, what constraints must be met, and how goals can be achieved is often established over the course of
the conversation[l9, 5, 11.
LRU's include cases where conversants REPEAT or PARAPHRASE their own or another
conversant's previous utterances. They also include utterances that make an INFERABLE
that follows from previous utterances explicit. This account is based on an analysis of two
types of naturally occurring advisory dialogues in which two agents are constructing a plan
through the dialogue. One set are from a radio talk show called Speaking of your Money
on WCAU in Philadelphia1. The other set of dialogues result from a client phoning an
REDUNDANT

'This corpus was collected and transcribed by Martha Pollack and Julia Hirschberg[lO].
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expert t o help them diagnose and repair various software faults2. My hypotheses about the
functions of logical redundancy include:
a LRU's function to limit the processing required by resource-bounded agents. Agents

may reason about whether other agents will be able to make certain inferences or
retrieve certain facts from mutual beliefs. Making inferables explicit ensures that the
inferable fact is part of the current context, and with low processing cost for other
conversants. Similarly, explicitly stating a proposition that was added to the mutual
beliefs in a prior segment of the dialogue, but which is not in the current segment, saves
search/retrieval time for other conversants. In addition, LRU's, such as summaries,
mark segment boundaries[l9, 171. Segmentation in discourse, also known as GLOBAL
FOCUSING[~],
is an important example of modularization of relevant knowledge with its
concomitant payoff in reduced processing. Summaries serve to coordinate subdialogue
transitions by functioning as an agreement between two agents to clme a segment, and
therefore contribute t o agents' achievement of reduced processing through focusing.
a

LRU's may be a product of an agent's own resource bounds. In dialogue, timely action
is crucial, since a delay in a response actually carries meaning in and of itself. A
simple response strategy that allows more time for inferences and maintains discourse
coherence is to paraphrase or repeat what someone else said (with the appropriate
intonation). In addition, agents may want to ensure understanding or agreement
before a dialogue moves on; misunderstandings result in revising beliefs and belief
revision is costly. Paraphrasing and making inferences explicit decrease the likelihood
of misunderstanding.

This analysis includes an investigation into the intonational marking of redundancy in the
radio talk show dialogues. Intonation is one of the main ways that the information status
of discourse entities is indicated. Preliminary results include the fact that it is common
for given(= believed) information t o receive a pitch accent, but that the type of pitch
accent may be qualitatively different than that for brand-new information[g]. Furthermore
informationally redundant utterances are realized with sustained levels[8] or downstepping
tones in cases where the proposition realized by the utterance is discourse salient.
Future work includes the development of an explicit computational model that demonstrates the function of these utterances in constraining processing.
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Animation from N L Instructions
Keywords: Instructions, Planning, Animation
Along with Professors Norm Badler and Mark Steedman, I have been co-supervising
members of the Animation and Natural Language group (AnimNL) on research aimed a t
creating animated task simulations automatically from naturablanguage instructions. It is
work that has great practical value for high-level control of human-figure animation [2, 31.
But it is work that has also led to new insights about natural-language understanding and
the relationship between that understanding and behavior. For the research being done
by members of the group, please see statements by Baldwin, D i E u g e n i o , G e i b , J u n g ,
Levison, M o o r e , and W h i t e . Here I will present an overview.
First, the type of instructions we are concerned with are those that an agent would
have for carrying out a complicated maintenance or assembly procedure for the first time
or infrequently. Such instructions are quite different in form and intent from instructions
given as advice t o an agent already engaged in a task, when the agent is at an impasse or
decision point in what t o do [I, 5, 81. Advisory instructions are usually brief, specifying a
way of carrying out a goal that the agent has already adopted. Maintenance and assembly
instructions are much longer, describing a partially-ordered sequence of goals, means for
achieving them and constraints on those means. While the issues involved in understanding
and acting upon these various types of instructions overlap, longer instructions emphasize
the role of understanding and reasoning prior to the agent's commitment to action. Since
we view an agent as continually committing to further action (even while it is acting), we
take the agent to be continually reassessing and elaborating its understanding of already
given instructions, in response to its actions.
(For our initial prototype, we have decided to restrict ourselves to single-agent procedures, even though Penn's Graphics Laboratory is able t o simulate and animate environments with more than one agent acting together. The reason is that we have discovered a
sufficient number of new language, planning and plan inference problems that require solutions, even without considering the communication actions that multi-agent planning and
coordination require.)
Instructions are given t o the AnimNL system in steps consisting of one or more utterances. A step specifies a continuous behavior that the agent must attend to. Following a
step, the agent can again direct its attention to the instructor and the next step in the procedure. (By breaking instructions into steps a priori, the system is relieved of the problem
of deciding how much of the instructions to understand before simulating the agent acting
in accordance with them.)
Steps are processed by a parser that uses a combinatory categorial grammar (CCG) [9]
and produces an action representation based in part on Jackendoff's Conceptual Structures
[7]. This representation captures general features shared by whole classes of verbs and
the inferences that follow from them. We retain however the actual lexical items, since
they contribute to identifying the particular positive and negative intentions that an agent
is meant to adopt. The representation of each subsequent instruction step is then used

to elaborate a structure that represents the animated agent's beliefs and intentions and
the relationships between them. (The structure is called a plan graph and is described
in greater detail in [6].) Beliefs in the plan graph include inter alia beliefs about the
consequences of actions and about entities discovered or changed as a consequence of those
actions. Intentions in the plan graph include positive intentions to satisfy a given goal or
act in a given way at a given time (or in a given situation), and negative intentions (to not
act in a particular way during a particular situation or while satisfying one or more goals).
The processes that are being developed to elaborate the plan graph in response to the
output of the parser and internal changes in the plan graph itself include:
Situation Visualization - makes existential assumptions explicit, specifying entities assumed to be present prior to, during and following actions, as well as changes t o
those entities as a consequence of actions. (The structure of entities and situations
constitutes the system's discourse model.) See Baldwin.
M o d a l Reasoning - reasons about relationships between action and knowledge. Used
to verify existential assumptions about changes in the agent's knowledge that may
be brought about by planned actions and to assist in planning to find things whose
location is not known. See Moore.
Goal-Action Elaboration - links goal specifications and action specifications and, in
doing so, may further specify those actions and/or augment the plan graph with
additional intentions. See D i Eugenio.
Sub-goal Planning - reasons about how to satisfy goals, using limited look-ahead to allow
future intentions to affect decisions of how current goals should be satisfied. This
view mirrors that of Goal-Action Elaboration, where current goals are seen t o inform
decisions about how current actions are realized. See Geib.
Object-specific Planning - reasons about how to carry out a particular physical action
on a particular object, based on geometric and functional properties of the object.
It is this process that recognizes, for example, that the "open" action in "open the
shoe box" and "open the cereal box" should be elaborated to different behavior specifications (grasping the top of the box and lifting vs. undoing the top flaps). Objectspecific planning follows referent identification, since an object's relevant aspects are
not always conveyed linguistically ("open that"). See Levison.
(Other processes will be developed and incorporated in future versions of the system as the
need for them becomes evident.)
When an intention becomes sufficiently specified for the agent to be ready to commit to
it and temporal dependencies permit such commitment, the intention is gated, triggering
another, low-level planning process (called posture planning, see Jung). The output of this
process may either be an indication that the agent's "body" is unable to carry out the behavior that its "mind" would like it to or a collection of behaviors to be executed (simulated) in
parallel.1 Actions change the world, as well as the agent's knowledge. Such changes trigger
further elaboration of the agent's intentional structure and further commitments to action.
Thus AnimNL's architecture supports the integration of goal-directed and situated activity
that is characteristic of current approaches to rational agency [4].
'Previous actions need not be completed before a new action is committed to: an agent can be (and
usually is) doing more than one thing at a time.
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Yet Another Study of Tense and Aspect
Keywords: Aspect, Lexical Semantics, Tense, Perspective
Perhaps nowhere in the study of language is it more evident that everything is related t o
everything else than in the study of tense and aspect. My research on aspect directly reflects
this, as my goal is t o provide an integrated treatment of the wide range of aspect-related
phenomena within the rubric of Jackendoff's Conceptual Structures. My research on tense,
in contrast, is more limited in scope, as my goal is to examine in detail the little studied
phenomenon of shifted temporal perspective in narrative.
Aspect a n d Conceptual Structures
Research in lexical and conceptual semantics has been regarded with much deserved skepticism. Despite this healthy pessimism, however, interest in lexical semantics has been
renewed. Central to this resurgence has been the assumption that subtle distinctions in
word meaning correspond to otherwise puzzling syntactic variations, leading to the hope of
a principled basis for identifying lexical semantic representations (cf. [5]).
The syntax of these semantic representations has been investigated by Jackendoff [3],
Levin and Rappaport [9], and Pinker [7], who have all argued that the neo-Davidsonian
notion of theta roles or thematic relations (cf. [2]) cannot account for observable connections
between syntax and meaning. In light of these arguments, these researchers have concluded
that structured semantic representations should be used instead. However, as Dowty and
Zwarts and Verkuyl [ll]have pointed out, the semantics of these semantic representations
is in dire need of study.
I intend to study the semantics of Jackendoff's Conceptual Structures [3, 41 within a
computational framework, drawing upon the formal treatment of Jackendoff's representations found in Zwarts and Verkuyl [ll]and the modifications suggested by Pinker [7]. My
primary objective is to demonstrate that Conceptual Structures provide an adequate basis
for an integrated treatment of the wide range of aspect-related phenomena, including lexical aspect, incremental theme arguments (cf. [2]), aspectual verbs (eg. start), auxiliaries,
temporal modifiers, and aspectual type coercion (cf. [6]).
Tense a n d Perspective in Narrative
The role of perspective in narrative has received comparatively little study within computational paradigms. Recent work by Caenepeel [I], however, has shown the importance
of perspective for the well-known problem of determining temporal ordering in discourse,
especially in the case of narrative. I intend to extend her work by examining in detail the
phenomenon of shifted temporal perspective, found for example in temporally sequenced pluperfects. My aim is to demonstrate that these cases are instances of the general phenomenon
of indirect discourse, and furthermore that they necessitate extensions to RRichenbachian
[8] frameworks for the discourse processing of tense (cf. [lo]).
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